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A PICTURE—RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

GRAND DUKE NICHOLAS N ICHOLAIEV ITCH, Generalissimo
of the Russian Armies. The Grand Duke's strategic genius has
been an outstanding feature of the Slav-Teuton struggle in the
European War. In spite of stern topographical difficulties in the
eastern area, his brilliant tactics have enabled his solders to

J. Ae.digd.tyierto,

hold the overwhelming Austro-Qerman forces, and inflict upon
them serious reverses. After the war with Japan the Grand Duke
undertook the regeneration of Russia's military system. It is a good
augury that Przemysl should have fallen at a time when Russia's
great problem of Constantinople seems about to be settled.
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THE SIEGE OF PRZEMYSL
T

Great Episodes of the
War—XVH.

HE siege of Przemysl ranks with those of Sebastopol ten smaller forts, furnished with motor batteries, and
and Port Arthur. Its capture was a decisive event sixteen concrete field fortifications, connected by a track,
of the war. It was not, however, decisive in the along which the mobile artillery moved.
straightforward, ordinary way. Some of the subtlest and
It was no wonder that Radko Dimitrieff had failed to
most brilliant moves of the Russian Chief of Staff were carry by storm so well-equipped a fortress with a garrison of
concealed behind the ring of flame and steel which for four 170,00o troops. Even in the middle of^ November the
months cut Przemysl off from the Austro-German armies. position of the besiegiw, Russians was one of extreme
Przemysl was first attacked towards the end of September, difficulty, for they could
b not spare more than 22,000
1914, by the Bulgarian general, Radko Dimitrieff, after he bayonets for the investment of the stronghold. But General
had swept through Lemberg and Jaroslay. He tried to Selivanov, a veteran of the Russo-Turkish War, was a man
take the great stronghold suddenly by storm, sending his of genius to whom a difficulty was an inspiration. He
infantry against the forts, without using siege-guns. But posted his guns on a ring of hills some ten to fifteen
the only result was a heavy loss of life. And when Hinden- miles beyond the city, and entrenched his troops a thousand
burg, in October, relieved the pressure that Dimitrieff was yards or so in front of the guns.
bringing to bear upon Cracow, both that place and Przemysl
German Strength Wasted
were freed for awhile of the besieging Russian armies.
In this way he controlled every road, path, and railway
Hindenburg, however, was hurled hack from Warsaw to leading to and from Przemysl, and waited, with terrible,
the German frontier, and the besieging Russian armies re- imperturbable Russian patience, for famine and disease to
turned to the two great fortress cities. In November do their deadly work. All the costly work of attack
Dimitrieff drew his lines partly round Cracow, and on the
against guns, quick-firers, and machine-guns was left to the
twelfth of that month General Brussiloff entrenched some Austrian, German, and Hungarian troops, under the
of his troops on a thirty-mile circle all round Przemysl, command of General Kusmanek. They were encouraged
under the command of General Selivanov.
to waste their strength in continual sorties against the ring
Strangest Siege in History
of heights held by the Russians. Neither the Austrians
'It was then that the siege of Przemysl began. It was nor the Germans seemed to have relished the tactics imthe strangest siege in military history, for the besieged troops posed upon them ; but the Hungarian militia, the famous
were stronger in guns, ammunition, and numbers than the Honved divisions, were of a more fiery and daring character.
men who were trying to starve them out. General Selivanov Under their gallant leader, General Tamassy, they began,
had only about three army corps, with their ordinary towards the close of November, to try to storm through the
field artillery. Their heaviest pieces were 6 in. howitzers, distant Russian ring. To the very end they maintained
that could not reach the great concrete armoured forts their dash and intrepidity. For the last act of the Przemysl
defending the hill-town amid the Carpathian Mountains. garrison was a violent and desperate attempt to cut through
The Austrians had 13 in. and 14 in. guns, mounted in nine the Russian trenches, made by the 23rd Division of the Honved
large forts, and operated by electricity. There were also on March 2oth, 1915.
(ContimtEd od rage 11c.)
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Map showing .the.. reiative position ow Przemysl, Cracow, and
Budapest, emphasising the mountain barrier to the Dual
Monarchy and the important passes Dukla, Lupkow, Uszok, the
area of the protracted struggle which culminated in the fall of
Przemysl on the 22nd ult. A Careful study of the map tends to

show the great advantages of-the Austrians over the Russians in
strategic railways. The former have'at least seven main lines
for the transport of men and supplies to the Galician frontier as
compared with the two or three lines of our allies. Przernyst,
as an important rail centre, will greatly help the Russian plan,
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Victors of Przemysl in Action and at Rest

Tea (with lemon) in place of vodka. Russian soldiers drinking at a wayside
stall. The pretty Russian girl is delighted at the opportunity of having her
portrait taken in company with her brothers in arms.

Temporary burial of the hatchet. Russian soldiers
laughing and joking with their German and Austrian
prisoners round a field cooking—stove.

Cossack patrol galloping into action on one of the snow—covered The " Little Father" among his soldiers. The Tsar inspecting his
Galician roads. The last Cossack is seen loading his carbine.
Cossack troops at the front and wishing them luck on the field.

Russian field artillery dashing into the firing—line in the northern corner of East Prussia, where our who's last west( reacned tne town
of Memel, and defeated two regiments of Landsturm. The Russians are still making splendid progress on the Vistula and in Galicia.
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Except for these sorties, the siege went on very quietly
for the first two and a half months. If the garrison had
possessed a year's store of food and ammunition and
supplies of typhoid and cholera vaccines, they might have
lived in happy armed peace in the beautiful old garden city
of the Carpathians. For a very curious thing happened
at the headquarters of General Selivanov towards the end
of January, z915. By this time some fifty great howitzers,
with a longer range and heavier shell than the Teutonic
ordnance, were ready for use in the Russian lines. It would
only have taken about a fortnight to wreck the forts of the
eastern sector, and thus to blow a wide path for the advance
of the Russian army into the doomed town.
But General Selivanov had no need of the new monster
howitzers. He advised that some of them should be used
to strengthen the defences of the small Russian fort of
Osoviec, on the Niemen front, where Hindenburg was
again trying to break through. None of the great siege
pieces was railed to Lemberg for use by the army besieging
Przemysl until Hindenburg's' attack on the Niemen front
had broken down.
This was why the siege of Przemysl was so extraordinary.
The Russians did not want to capture the fortress that they
had invested l Their siege operations were designed to
induce the Austrians and Hungarians to expend the best
part of their remaining strength in attempting to relieve

All Paris, except those few people who suffered from the
bombs, was laughing last week at Germany's " frightfulness "

These photographs, show the extent of the damage done
in the suburb of Levallois. (1) Portion of a business house
shattered by a beanb. (2) Hole made In the
ka house

a4f

"the Gibraltar" of their almost lost province of Galicia, ID
between Przemvsl and the Austro-Hungarian armies sent
to relieve it rose the snow-covered, freezing, wind-blown
heights of the Carpathian Mountains. General Brussiloffs
main army held most of the passes and debouching valleys
on the Galician side, and the nearer Przemysl approached
to famine the more strenuous were the efforts that the
Austro-Hungarian force made to cross the Carpathians.
Terrible were the difficulties under which they had to fight.
More of them perished from the rigours of the mountain
winter than from the bullets and bayonets of the Russians.
By keeping Przemysl as a lure to them, General Brussiloff
and General Selivanov in the awful winter campaign,
sapped the remaining strength of the Austrian and Hungarian peoples. About the beginning of March, 1915,
the enemy's offensive movement across the Carpathians
weakened, while the opposing Russian force increased to
three-quarters of a million.
Przemvsl had done the work that the Russians intended.
So it could now fall. In the second week in March some
of the big siege howitzers were brought up, and the chief
hill forts in the eastern sector were bombarded. Then the
Russian infantry began to storm over the field fortifications,
and on March zest General Kusmanek ordered his garrison
to cut their way out, but only the twelve thousand
Hungarians had the heart to attempt this magnificent
adventure, and those of them who were not shot down were
made prisoners. The next day Przemysl was captured.

in the air. Forty—eight bombs were dropped on Paris in the raid
of March 21st, but the damage was comparatively insignificant.

in the Rue du Congre.
(3) Interior of a private house
entirely ruined by the explosion. (4) Havoc caused in a
bedroom where two persons escaped scrioui
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Allies Succour while Huns Terrorise War Victims
HEN the day of reckoning is at hand
the Allies will not forget the lung
list of crimes committed by the unspeakable Hun. The proven villainy of the
nation which blasphemously considers
itself appointed by the Deity to control
the destinies of the universe has far exceeded anything chronicled in ancient or
modern history. The starvation of valiant men, who are guilty of no other crime
than that of having taken up arms in
defence of the cause and country they
hold dear, is pitiably tragic, but the
shelling of Red Cross hospitals and vehicles
is infinitely worse. These vehicles were
conveying wounded from the danger zones
to' various base hospitals. The photographs on this page, the first three of
which are exclusive to THE WAR ILLUSTRATED, are further evidence of the
enemy's inhumanity at its very worst.

Red Cross work on a hospital train.- Interior of a carriageward and some doctors tending wounded Belgian soldiers.

Sufferers o£ the war brutally victimised again by the Germans.
Wounded from the shattered Fumes hospital resting temporarily in the open.

Red Cross nurse seated amid the ruins of a Belgian hospital at
Furnes shelled by the Huns.

Could they possitny have taken it fur anything else? British Red
Cross car which had made a good target for German gunners.

Duchess de Noailles, who has converted her castle at Maintenon into a hospital, conversing with General Reverard.
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After the Inferno of Ypres and Neuve Chapelle:

British soldiers drawing water from a well in the streets of Ypres.
Nearly every building is ruined by shell fire.

After the glorious British victory of Neuve Chapelle. Wounded
Britons being congratulated by French railwaymen at a station.

Cleverly masked British gun that did great damage to the enemy during
the lengthy Battle of Ypres. It is disguised with a wicker covering.

On haltoived groun'd:'. British Patiot hafting to do honour to the memory of comrades who fell in the net
Ruined nave of the Cathedritiof Ypres; which, witatils-histortc Cloth Hall and other famous edifices,

bourhood of Ypres. Inset

as wrecked by Hun fire.

Pae
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hidden s Grave and Gay, along the Battle-Front

Striking study of some Dragoon Guards resting awhile in the trenches. Much
criticism as to the " levity " of Britain and Britishers has prevailed lately.
If it is easier for our soldiers to fight and be happy at the same time, nobody,
surely, can deny them the privilege.

The sergeants' mass in a firmg-line farmhouse, w'iich has been subjected to a severe bombardment. Breaches in the wall caused
by enemy shells hams been filled in with the earth sacks. Inset: Keeping-the invisible eye on the enemy. British officer making
observations with Ow-aid of a periscope from behind a'wall strongly- barricaded wfth-awsks of earth,
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NEUVE CHAPELLE S IMMORTAL STORY
The Great Episodes of the

O

N February 15th, 1915, General Joffre made his first
offensive movement since the British advance on
Menin was checked in the autumn of 1914. Neither
the French nor the British armies were ready, in the middle
of February, to resume the offensive. For though their
new formations were arriving in vast numbers, the ground
was still in a very bad condition between the opposing
fronts, If it had been left to General Joffre there would
have been no serious movement against the Germans
until the March winds had dried the soil.
The Plan to Smash the Russians

But a cry for help came from Russia. All through the
winter the Russians had been fighting at a heavy disadvantage. The closing of the Dardanelles and the freezing
of Archangel port had interrupted the munitioning of the
armies of the Tsar. Meanwhile, the German Commandern-Chief was profiting by the condition of the ground
in France and Flanders, and withdrawing army corps
of first-line troops there and launching them, with new
levies, against the Russians. The plan was to smash
the Russians by an overwhelming concentration of force
before the warm weather and the guns of the Oueen
Elizabeth opened the channels by which war material
could be poured into Russia. When Russia was thoroughly
defeated, most of the tremendous forces operating on the
eastern front would be swung over against the French,
British, and Belgian lines.
This was why General Joffre ordered an advance against
the western German front before his armies were ready
for the spring campaign. At any cost of men the firstline German army had to be tied to the French and British
trenches. The. German Commander-in-Chief had to be
induced not to send any further reinforcements to Hindenburg. General Joffre proceeded to point out to General
von Falkenhayn exactly where any further new levies
that Germany had ready for action should be placed.
How Joffre Checkmated von Falkenhayn
In the chalky, absorbent soil of the heath of Champagne
the winter rain and frost had not made such a bog between
the opposing fronts as in other places. There was a stretch
of three and a half miles of trench by the village of
Perthes held by, some zo,000 infantrymen of the Rhine.
General Joffre resolved that a quarter of a million of the
German reinforcements, destined for the grand attack
against the Russians, should be brought instead to Perthes.
Very simple was the method by which the French commander imposed his will upon the German commander.
He secretly collected 260,000 troops in front of Perthes,
with a vast store of large howitzer shells and howitzers.
On Monday, February i5th, there opened abruptly a
terrific bombardment of the trenches held by the 20,000
Rhinelanders. Something like a hundred thousand highexplosive shells were pitched into the German trenches.
Under the hurricane fire of their siege ordnance the
French troops charged the shaken and surprised enemy.
They did not shoot. Rushing towards the German trenches,
they pitched hand bombs into the ditches, and then leaped
down and used the bayonet. Then they dug for _ their
lives, to re-shape the captured, battered earthworks for
protection against the fire of the German guns and the
infantry counter-attack that was certain to follow.
General von Einem was the German commander in
this region. He brought up his reserves, but they were
defeated. He weakened his line at other places to strengthen
the Perthes position, but the overpowering force of French
troops and French guns continued to battcr down all
opposition. The struggle went on for twenty-six days.
Always the French made steady and continuous, progress
against the fortifications which the Germans had been
constructing for five months. Despite innumerable counterattacks, they were never forced back on any day behind

the line they held in the morning. In each counter-attack
the Germans lost heavily, and the spirit of their troops
began to decline. Part of the re-formed Prussian Guard
was brought up to recapture a small height—Hill 196—
held by the French, but they broke against the defence.
The French picked up and buried ten thousand' Germans
as they advanced, and the German Great Staff was moved
to make the extraordinary confession that they had lost
more troops on the front of three and a half miles at
Perthes than in the Prasnysch-Niemen campaign against
the Russians.
But, at any cost of life, the French advance had to be
stayed. Otherwise, the German front would be broken
and a general retreat would be brought about. The entire
line from the North Sea to Switzerland was therefore
weakened, in order to mass 300,000 or more men, with a
vast park of heavy ordnance, behind the bulge at Perthes,
As we have seen, a division of the Prussian Guard was
railed up to reinforce Einem's men. Now it was known
to French and British Headquarters that the Prussian
Guard had been holding the trenches at Neuve Chapelle
village, a hundred miles to the north of the Champagne
pine waste.
The War's Most Devastating Bombardment
At Neuve Chapelle was the Fourth British Army Corps,
under Sir Henry Rawlinson, and the Indian Army Corps,
under Sir James Willcox. They were ordered to co-operate
with the French army round Perthes by making an attack
upon Neuve Chapelle. A day or two passed in stealthy
preparations for this new move. Many of our heaviest
pieces of ordnance were massed a few miles in front of
Neuve Chapelle. A huge number of shells were collected
round the guns, while our airmen constantly patrolled
the sky above, and drove away any hostile aerial scout
who might have discovered the vast, secret preparations.
At half-past seven in the morning of Wednesday, March
Toth, the process of stopping German reinforcements to
Hindenburg in East Prussia was continued at Neuve
Chapelle, while the French at Perthes were still holding
the enemy in increasing number. We had some four
hundred guns and howitzers massed against the two and a
quarter miles of German trenches round Neuve Chapelle.
At half-past seven all these pieces of ordnance began raining
shells on the enemy's lines. The bombardment only lasted
thirty-five minutes, but it was the most devastating
outburst of artillery power in the war. Earth, and sky
seemed to rock with the continuous, eardrum-shattering
roar. Each detachment worked at extreme pressure to
get as many shells as possible out of their great tubes. It
was hell-fire gunnery in the British naval style rather
than a military bombardment -- like forty battleships
working as a gigantic sort of machine-gun against little
more than two miles of sodden earthworks.
The Charge of the Overseas Troops
The German front line of entrenched troops had no
chance of resistance. Many of those who were not blown
up, buried, or stifled by the great lyddite shells, were so
dazed by the explosions that they sat half-stunned till
taken prisoners. In the meantime the British and Indian
infantry, with a Canadian division, rushed over the muddy
space between the opposing fronts, without being shot
at by the enemy. while our terrible gunfire was going on.
Sir John French was directing the operations in person,
and he surprised even the French by his originality.
There were no dense masses of Divisions of Death rushing
out to be slaughtered in the Kluck and Hindenburg method
of attack. Field-Marshal von Heeringen had recently
observed that British troops were terrible when on the
defensive but not powerful enough in the offensive. Every
German general once thought that only by massed forma(Continued on page 154.)
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Neuve Chapelle Heroes resting on their Laurels

One of the Indian warriors at the front finds distraction in the
gentler sport of fishing during a brief respite from fighting.

Anglo-Indian. officers of the native troops who rendered such
signal service to their King-Emperor at Neuve Chapelle.

East and West as comrades. Soldiers from India,with a British "Tommy" and
a French "Piou-piou," posing for their portraits on a water-cart in France.

Resting after the charge. Two of the Indiana seem anxious for another shot at the foe. Inset above: Fierce fighter from the East in
happier mood. The little French child is frightened, not of her dusky friend, but of our photographer. (These photographs are
exclusive to " The War Illustrated.";
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Lions could a position be stormed. They =now had another
lesson in the handling of infantry. Our men advanced
in rushes in open order, with their reserves and supports
a considerable distance behind them. But the unexcelled,
unequalled power of their rifle fire—a well-aimed shot
every four seconds from every man—more than compensated for the thinness of the leading fighting-line.
Indians' Prowess and Deadly Skill

Our guns and howitzers had shelled the enemy's barbedwire entanglements as well as his trenches. This was,
indeed, a most important work of preparation, and our
first losses chiefly occurred in the spots where no gap had
been blown in the German wire defences. Here and there
the assault failed through our troops getting hung up on
the wire, giving time for the Germans to bring their machineguns into action. But while our held-up troops gallantly
fought on, the German trenches were stormed through
the gaps farther south by the Indians, and the Germans,
working the machine-guns against our wired-out men,
Were taken by surprise in flank or rear and killed or
captured.
The Indians were heroic. They had given ground to
the Germans in this part of the front some months before,
when the_enenty had the advantage in the artillery power.
No that the horrible, shattering force of heavy ordnance
\vas largely on our side, the Indians were able to display
fully their prowess and deadly skill in hand-to-hand combat.
Winning the trenches, they rushed with the Britons and
Canadians to the ruined village, where the hottest, fiercest
fighting took place. The Germans had placed machineguns in the houses. Sometimes there were six machineguns in one house, commanding every line of approach. A
shell from our light quick-firers would have cleared them
out ; but this was a battle at express speed. Having
bullet and bayonet at hand, our men -did not wait for
their guns to come up, but gave the machine-gun

men the mad minute and cleared the house with the
bayonet.
The Immortal Division—the Seventh—which had tried
in October to save Antwerp, and had saved the Belgian
Army and then held the trenches of Ypres for nineteen
days, got back on the enemy at last at Neuve Chapelle.
Since losing nearly five men out of every six, in the greatest
achievement in our history, it had reorganised, and its
scanty veterans filled the new drafts with their high spirit,
as the division. with the other bayonets of our Fourth
Army Corps, drove against the German position from the
north. The German trenches were taken in an hour.
Three hours afterwards the fortified village houses were
captured, and by half-past five in the afternoon the
last defences of the Germans, a mass of wire entanglements and pits known as Port Arthur, were carried by
storm,
The British Airmen's Part

In ten hours our 44,000 infantrymen at Neuve Chapelle
had won more ground than their more numerous French
comrades at Perthes had gained in ten days. This, of
course, was largely due to the French troops. By
their tenacious attack in Champagne they had drawn
away many of the Germans defending the Neuve
Chapelle position, and had thus prepared for our success.
Yet this is not the full explanation. Our assault was a
Masterpiece in tactics. The bombardment was as short
as' it was intense. It did not last long enough to enable
the Germans to bring up reinforcements. They were
blown out of their trenches and bayoneted before help
For while our infantry was attacking
could arrive,
in overwhelming numbers our airmen were bombing
the neighbouring railway centres—Menin, Courtrai, and
Don—breaking down bridges, wrecking stations, and
hindering transport of reinforcements to the endangered
position.
Had it not been for the fog that gathered in the evening,
preventing our artillerymen and their aerial scouts from
blowing a longer
path of advance
for our infantry,
the great German
fortress of La
Bassee might have
been assailed from
the rear.
As it
was, our men,
though
stopped
at the height east
of the village,
held
Neuve
Chapelle
against
all counter-attacks,
and advanced
more northward
towards Lille and
'upSet the entire
plans of the Kaiser
and his Chief of
Staff. A council of
war had to be
held at Lille to
decide whether
troops should be
drawn from Russia
to strengthen the
German line in
France and
Flanders.
General joffre
had imposed his
will upon his
opponents, and his
Staff made a most
remarkable state` Ia
ment.

WHAT SIEGE WARFARE hi EA NS.—Unique pi.otograpn illustrating the amazing proximity of the conflicting
forces, which is a feature of modern siege warfare. In the foreground a trench is constructed across
a village road in the French war-area simply for purposes of communication. So near are the Germans
that it would be fatal to cross the street other than by this subterranean passage. The barrels are placed in
the trench parapets by way of further protection from the enemy's shots. In front of the houses-the first-line
trench is discernible,

given time and at a
given place, we can
do what we will.",
they said.
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Hunnish Devastation in & around Historic Arras
THE photographs on this page form a specially interesting set, sent us by a French
officer, showing the latest destruction in and around Arras, an important fortified
town in the Allies' line. For many weeks the enemy has tried to break through at this
point, but apart from branding the most beautiful architectural landmarks with the foul
imprint of " higher civilisation," his efforts have been and are likely henceforth to be vain.

Devastating effect of shell on
factory chimney in Arras.

A shattered gem of Gothic art. The Hotel de The towers of Mt. St. Eloy, a prominent
Ville (or Town Hall), at Arras.
French landmark, now in ruins.

An irresistible target for the enemy whose lust for destruction is insatiable. The debris of
the Chateau de la Maitorri, two hundred yards from the Gorman lines.

Elegance In ruins. Beautiful
tower of St. Ursula, Arras.
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French Soldier's Devotion to his Fallen Colonel

A popular French colonel was killed in an attack on the enemy's
position. Though the body lay only five yards from the German
trenches, several soldiers volunteered at nightfall to recover it.
All attempts tailed, however, until one private, ingeniously
draped in a white sheet to make himself more or teas invisible

in the moonlight and snow, crawled out over the frozen ground.
Passing a rope round the body, he tried to move it, but the noise
drew a promiscuous fusillade from the Huna. The soldier re—
tired to his trench temporarily, but ventured out again, this time
to succeed in his perilous task.

The War illustrated, 3rd April, 191
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Alpine Chasseurs : The Terror of the Vosges

That admirable body of troops, the Alpine Chasseurs, has been
named by the Germans who have had to face them in the Vosges
the " Blue Devils." For the past seven months the Chasseurs
have regularly beaten the foe back by their methodical stubbornnee% They w:ge a guerilla warfare, and carry out all important

operations in deathlike silence. Like phantom warriors, the
" Blue Devils " glide silently through the forests, and fall upon
the Germans in their own hiding-places. Perfectly trained and
in splendid condition, the Chasseurs are seldom fatigued ; they
can climb like cats, and often fight from the tree-tops.

The War Illustrated, 3rd April, 1915.

Fun and Frolic Among our French Friends

Happy French engineers boring a tunnel under a house towards the
enemy's trenches. They have christened it " Metro," the popular
name of the Gay City's underground railway system.

Airmen dancing a jig. Lieut. Brindjonc the well—known
French aviator, and a sergeant keeping up their spirits and
circulation though the thermometer is at zero.

Wounded French soldiers amusing themselves in the grounds of a convalescent home In the Seine and Oise district. Inset: French
gunners playing football, the Entente Cordials game, when the 75's "- are not working. Hence the startling proximity of the gun.

F.
Sports. and as i es near the irng
i Line.
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Officer varies Hun-hunting with a little fox-hunting behind the
firing-line. This form of sport has, however, now been forbidden.

Another attraction for an easy day. H.A.O. outpost playing
cards. Inset Tommies enjoying a game of football.

A turn with the gloves. Tne au-aosorbing sport of boxing in a cinema theatre of Northern France. The spirit that can enjoy
itself so spontaneously in healthy sport, that can so freely forget the cares of war during spare moments in a ride to hounds, a game
of ball, or cards, a glove contest, is undoubtedly the spirit capable of conquering an enemy implacable and malicious to a degree.
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Barbed-wire adds to the Barbarism of War

Of all minor modern war inventions, barbed-wire is probably the most useful in trench fighting. By daylight it Is almost invisible,. at
night it is impossible to locate. French infantry cutting their way through German wire entanglements.

There are two classes of wire entanglements—high and low. On the left are high entanglements, the barbed-wire being fixed
horizontally and diagonally to stout stakes. Low entanglements erected by the French at Craonne are seen on the right. In this
case many yards of barbed-wire are stretched across a road. There are also sharp spikes driven up through wood.

Russian barbed-wire in Poland.

Two Germans killed whilst entangled. Although the most elaborate arrangement of wires can
be demolished in a few moments by men using pliers, the work has to be done under almost point-blank fire, and costs many lives.
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The Toilet of the "75". Other Guns in Action

Rolling up for their " baptism of fire." One of the most impressive incidents of the war is the coming into action of monster guns.
This photograph shows the progress to the front of a battery of heavy weapons in charge of some of our Belgian allies.

French gun of 47 mm., generally used in the Navy, but
here mounted on a 90 mm. carriage for field use.

The mechanism of a gun, though of _enormous resisting power, s ueLeate to a degree--espec,ai,y
ttia "-76's"—and the least
inattention is halal._ to throw it out of gear., The two last- photographs on thiS page show the toilet al tha '4 '75" on the
battlefield and in a French town. (These photographs all exclusive to "The War lOustrated."1
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New Patriots from Far Parts of the Old Empire

British native colonial soldiers who have volunteered
for service under the old Flag. Left to right, representatives of British Guiana, Trinidad, and Barbadoes.

Sturdy Maoris of Auckland, New Zealand, who, it is understood, are
on the way to Egypt to fight for the Empire. They are seen expressing
their pleasure at the prospect by doing a war-dance.

Native troops of Fiji drilled by British officer. Formerly given to cannibalism, they are thoroughly reformed, many being Wesleyan Methodists!

Patriotic corps of volunteers at Gibraltar, mobitised in the service of
their King and Empire to hold the " Key of the Mediterranean " if
attacked at any time.

A branch of the senior service from Britain's oldest
colony. Naval reservists before leaving Newfoundland
to terve in the Empire's cause.
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Ancient Weapons revived for Modern Warfare

With the latest weapons devised by science those of bygone days are in use against
the Germans. British with rifle grenades, and Mr. Marten-Hale, their inventor.

In ancient times a stone or arrow--now a bomb. This picture shows
how it is fixed to the end of the modern catapult.

The revient et an ancient_ weapon. Catapult that is used
by the- French for hurting bombs into 42terrnon (Tamitest

Another type at catapult. French soldiers about to send a bomb
hurtling, into German treirrotywhioh-is only thirty yards• away.
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By F. A. McKenzie, " Daily Mail " War Correspondent
RMY doctors tell me that they find they have to
learn to-day from almost forgotten books of twenty
and thirty years ago in treating the victims of war.
Old diseases of which they had no experience have come
to the fore again, and old remedies, once regarded as
hopelessly out of date, have been rediscovered. In the
business of fighting, on the other hand, so far from going
back to old ideas, we are finding to-day that the settled
principles of even a year ago no longer held. We are learning a new art of war. New explosives, new guns, aerial
reconnaissance, and submarines have revolutionised old
ideas and plans. Then, when we think we have learned
our new lesson, some fresh chain of facts comes up, and we
have to start learning over again. The fall of Przemysl
is an example of this. The one lesson driven home by the
war over most- of the field has been the uselessness of
fortified_ positions to r45iSts strong and detenuined attack.
Yet Przemysl has sucpbtcled- in, resisting the Russians for
over four months. Why. could this place hold out so long
when Namur fell in a dap, and Antwerp in a week ?

A

The French Theory of Defence
France built her theory of defence around the principle
that an enemy -could be held back by a chain of strongly
protected positions while the nation was given time to
mobilise and bring up its- armies. The lines of eastern
defence—Belfort, Epinal, Toni, and Verdun—was perfect.
There was a vast and intricate network of forts, trenches,
and elaborate defences from Verdun to To-ul, the direct
point for a GerMan advance, and Verdun itself had a ring
of detached forts around it. Farther north there was the
fortress of Maubeuge, facing Belgium. Paris itself was
supposed to have learned the. lesson of 187o, being regarded
as one of the most strongly fortified positions.
Belgium, following the same theory as the French
of defence by fortifications, slept secure, confident in her
three strong points—Liege, Namur, and Antwerp—which
it was considered even the most eager German general
could not capture and y. ould not dare to leave behind.
Antwerp. in particular, was supposed• to require half a
million men and a six months' siege before it could be
taken.
Fortifications versus Men
All of this may sound very absurd to-day in face of our
knowledge gained by experience, but it did not sound
absurd then. The example of previous wars could be
quoted in defence of this position. Plevna resisted for
one hundred and forty-three days, arid then only fell through
hunger. Port Arthur stood out for over live months
against one of the most impetuous and brave of enemies.
The advocates of fortifiCations knew, of course, that a
besieged position, unrelieved from outside and unsupported by a strong field army, must eventually surrender.
That is an axiom of war. But they held that fortresses
would keep an enemy bac-k for a long time. The usual
estimate was that it would require at least one hundred
and twenty days for an army very much superior in
numbers to reduce a modern, properly-prepared position.
The German Theory of Attack
Against this French theory of a nation defending itself
by holding the enemy back, we had the German theory
of being always ready for war, and immediately and overwhelmingly advancing and attacking when war was
declared. German military experts held that in the race
between guns and fortresses guns had won, and they made
no secret of their belief. Everyone with any. knowledge of
military matters knew seven years ago the German claim
that their new howitzer would enable them, by the destruction wrought by its fire, to rush any position, however
strongly prepared, within a few days.
Unfortunately,
most of us did not give sufficient value to the Gelman claim.
Up to now the German theory has proved right.

Six great fortresses—apart from the fortified position
on the Dardanelles—have been besieged since the beginning
of the war, four by the enemy and two by the Allies. In
every case the result has been the same. Liege fell a few
days after the German 17 in. howitzers opened their fire
upon it, the chain of strong forts crumbling like paper
castles before the bursting shells. The defence of Namur
was a matter of hours in place of months. Maubeuge,
from which the French hoped much, checked the German
advance no more than a great rock on the beach checks the
advance of the sea. The Belgians had weeks, after the
outbreak of the war, to perfect the defences of Antwerp,
a city often spoken of as the strongest in Europe.
The land was swept for mane miles in front of the forts,
and every approach covered with mines, pits, wire entanglements, and a multitude of devices to slay an advancing
enemy. The Germans brought up guns with a longer range
than those of Antwerp, placed them in safe positions, and
shelled the city into surrender in a few days, with comparatively small loss. The defences of Paris were found
to be so feeble that had General Pau's army failed in its
attack on the flanks of the oncoming Germans, Paris would
probably have surrendered -within a very short time.
Tsingtau was spoken of as the Gibraltar of _the Far East.
Germany had spent many- millions on the construction and
armament of the fine forts on the hills commanding the
city. The Japanese opened fire with their heavy siege-guns
on October 31st. By November 7th Tsingtau was forced
to yield.
How Przemysl Held Cut
Now, when the world has convinced itself that fortresses
are of little value, comes the Case of Przemysl. The siege
of this city began on Septet-fiber 27th. It was partly raised
twenty-three days later, the Russians having lost very
heavily. According to German accounts their losses were
70,000 men. They again invested the city on November
12th, and maintained their grip in spite of all sorties from
the inside and of attempts at relief from without, until
March 21st. The Hungarian forces under General Kuzmanek
thus held their ground for four months and nine days, a'
feat worthy of high praise. They are a brave enemy
who have done well, who, according to all accounts, have
fought fairly and chivalrously, and whom we gladly honour.
There are several reasons why the Hungarians were
able to keep the Russians back for so long. They
had positions of great natural strength, Przemysl being
partly surrounded by practically impregnable mountain
ranges. The defenders had good 'artillery, and in the early
days of the siege their guns and howitzers were apparently
better than those of the Russians. They had a splendid
system of aeroplane reconnaissance which enabled them to
discover the approaches of the Russians. But once the
Russians got their heavy siege-guns into position, operating
against the weaker sides of the defences to the north-east
and the east of the town, the end was certain. Fort after
fort fell, and Przemysl soon had to yield.
The Next Move in the Dardanelles
We have not yet reached the most difficult part of our
work in the Dardanelles. The forts that await us a little
further on are well known to be the most formidable
points in the defences of these narrow waters.
It is almost certain to be necessary to land a strong
force to co-operate with the Navy, and if this has not already
taken place I shall be very much surprised if it does not
follow in the immediate future. The allied expeditionary
army will have to be a strongone. The Turks are certain
to have concentrated very large forces around this part,
and the Allies will have to attack elaborate fortifications.
Enver Pasha's German advisers have had ample time
to lay their plans. They would be mad if they did not
fight with every resource at their command. Those who
count on an immediate forcing of the Dardanelles are
exceedingly optimistic.
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Friends and Foes pay Tribute to their Fallen

Mounds of earth in rows, and marked by rough—hewn crosses, with here and
there some wild flowers—these form the shrines where Britain's heroes sleep.
A soldier's funeral in the cemetery of heroes.

" Eyes, took your last!" This berman father, mother,
and daughter have given their loved one for the cause of
honour. and kiss the cross that marks his grave.

" Iron Crosses " won in death. Novel memorials
marking the graves of German soldiers who
have fallen for their Fatherland and Kaiser.

Britons and Frenchmen paying tribute to their fallen comrades, with
the Flag that stands for all that we hold dear. Graves of some of the
British soldiers who fell on the Marne.

A lonely grave in the snow—clad fields of Poland, none the less pathetic because it is that of an enemy soldier who has been called by
this felt sergeant, Death." This photograph, showing an Austrian officer visiting the grave of his comrade, tells a story better
thaw could any words. " There are- some things," wrote Meredith, " that language is ton gross for."
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ATHE WAR BY SEA
. M.P.
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N.
M AN
been asking what was
, eason of the t
eilits
the early clays of the war with Turkey. The Allies
had certain information in their possession which told
them that it was of vital moment to force the Dardanelles.
It follows that we- should have acted for some time as if
the Dardanelles was quite outside our plans, since in our
discretion we had settled to wait until the naval situation
was even more secure in home waters ; the invasion of
Egypt was " scotched," and the Goeben had ceased to be a
menace to a Russian expeditionary force by sea. All these
things happened some time ago.
The secret of success in operations against the shore—
and these include the amphibious one of landing an army
—lies in the sudden character of the first blow, and in
raining succeeding blows as heavily and quickly as possible.
In addition, different operations—whether of the Russians
in the Black Sea, or of the Allies at Smyrna and the
Dardanelles—should take place as simultaneously as
possible. One cannot detect all this in the news since the
first genuine operations commenced, though much apparent
confusion may be due to the initial political error of a.
belief that Greece would send 50,002 men.
Vital Operations Wait for Hydroplanes
In the purely naval operations we seem. to have had
phenomenal bad luck in the weather ; but that appears
to have been largely due to seeking the particular kind of
weather for hydroplanes to watch indirect fire over the
land-in order to direct it on to a target which cannot be
seen from the ship. The result has been delays which have
enabled defensive plans to be. perfected and damaged forts
to be repaired and brought into action again. Inventions
should be the servants and not the masters of strategy.
As a straw which shows the way the wind blows, let me
take the very plucky exploit of H.M.S. Amethyst on
March 7th, and assume that her losses were incurred, as
stated in the Press, for the sole purpose of cutting a telegraph cable across the Narrows.
Such an exploit could only have a value of any kind if it
was to be followed by an, immediate bombardment. And
why ? Because- an ordinary mining cable, or any old
repaired armoured cable, ‘vould serve perfectly well for
telephones or telegraphs, and could be laid across the 5,400
yards of the Narrows in from one to two hours. As a
matter of fact, some days elapsed before naval operations
were resumed, so that the mere cutting of a telegraph cable
was a futile piece of work. The objective of the Amethyst,
to be of value, must have been of assistance--commensurate
with the cost—to subsequent operations.
To understand the brief Admiralty statement of the
operations on March 18th, a few details must be added,

Remarkable photograph of an incident which brands the
German nation with immortal shame. After an action in the
North Sea, in which a German warship was sunk, British
sa'lors, obeying the promptings of humanity, attempted to

The four most modern ships bombarded the five forts left
to the defence of the Narrows, twelve miles from the
entrance, leaving to the older ships the three remaining
forts defending water nine miles from the entrance. This
shows that thirteen forts and batteries had been disposed
of prior to this action, and that sixteen remained, apart
from Army howitzers and mobile batteries. Of these
sixteen, exactly half, or eight in all, were engaged on March
1.8th. Of the five forts bombarded by the Queen Elizabeth
and her three consorts, J, L, T were on the European side,
and U, V on the Asiatic side. In dealing with the armaments of these forts, it must be remembered that J, L, and
I were bombarded by indirect fire in the first week in
March, and the Admiralty reported that J and T were
damaged and L had blown up.
On March 6th the Queen Elizabeth, at 21,000 yards,
supported by Agamemnon and Ocean, began to attack
forts U and V by firing over GallipOli Peninsula. The
following day the Lord Nelson and Agamemnon made a
direct attack at 14,000 to 12,000 yards range on J on the
European and U on the Asiatic side, and both were silenced
after heavy bombardment. Explosions occurred in both
forts. Fort L has not fired since the explosion on the 5th.
Nevertheless, we find J, L, T, U, and V all taking part on
March 18th—or eleven days later. Repairs must then
have been effected, and magazines replenished at the
expense of other forts, or guns have been taken from the
Turkish ships and the Goeben. As regards the Goeben's
heavy guns, I do not think the feat was possible in the time.
Guarding against Drifting Minas
The Bouvet was destroyed by a drifting-mine when going
out. The thirty-six-fathom sounding mentioned north of
Aren Kioi village reveals from the chart that the French
must have fought inside 6,000 yards. There was probably
a connection between the appearance of the Turkish ship
in the Narrows and the drifting mines which destroyed the
Bouvet about two o'clock, the Irresistible nearly two hours
later, and the Ocean just after six o'clock.
I must confess that though from the first it was obvious
that drifting mines would -be employed, I have never
thought them a danger that could not be guarded against.
Unlike the anchored mines, some fifteen to forty feet below
the surface, which can only be seen with the assistance of
hydroplanes, the drifting mine can be seen_ in daylight,
unless the vision is obscured by fog or smoke. I feared
that the time given to preparation would lead to the Whitehead torpedo-tubes being landed from ships and concealed
submerged positions prepared in parts not searched by the
gun fire of the ships, such as the Straits of Gallipoli.
Certain vessels, accompanied by destroyers, might rush to the
Sea of Marmora in the night and establish a blockade.

rescue their foes. The destroyers hau, however, to abandon
their task owing to cowardly German aviators dropping bombs
on their drowning comrades and rescuers alike, with callous
indifference to all laws and to ail humane instincts.
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The Toll of Britain's Bravest

Lieut.-Col. P. C. ELIOTTLOCKHART, D.S.O., 59th
Scinde Rifles.

Major C. La..urr,
King's Own Scottish
Borderers.

Lieut.-Col. WILFRID
MARRYAT BLISS, the
Cameronians (Scot. Rifles).

Major FRANCIS
GRAHAM RICHARDS,
R.A.M.C.

Lieut.-Col. LAURENCE
ROWE FISHER-ROWE,
Grenadier Guards.

Capt. E. M. GRANTRAM, let Lin c o In
Regiment

Lieut.-Col. GUY DU
MAURIER, D.S.O., 3rd
Royal Fusiliers.

Capt. JOHN ROWLEY
LUNELL HEYLAND, 9th
Gurkha Rifles.

ieut.-Col. Percy Clare Eliott-Lockhart, D.S.O., late Q.17.0. Corps of Guides, commanded the 59th Scinde Rifles, Frontier Force, in Flanders. and died of wounds.
Lieut.-Col. Laurence Rowe Fisher-Rowe, Grenadier Guards, served through the Boer
War, was mentioned in despatches. received the Queen's Medal with six clasps, and
the King's Medal with two.
Lieutenant-Colonel Guy die Manlier, D.S.O., 3rd Royal Fusiliers, became suddenly
famous as a dramatist by his three-act play, " An Englishman's Home," produced at
Wyndham's in January, 1909. His only known previous work was a cosredietta,
" Charles I. and II.," produced at St. George's Hall about eight years earlier. Be was
the brother of Mr. Gerald do Maurier, and an amateur actor of repute.
Captain E. M. Grantham, 1st Lincolns, was killed by a shell that dropped into a
dug-out in which he was sitting. Some of his men wept when they fiend him dead.
Captain John Rowley Enright Heyland, 9th Gurkha Rifles, was killed near Reuse
Chapelle ; he was the eldest of four brothers serving with the Army, two of whim have
been wounded. Captain Lord Brabourne, Grenadier Guards. was the third Baron
Brabourne, succeeding to the title in 1909. Captain the Hon. George Henry DouglasPennant was the son of the second Lord Penrhyn. He entered the Grenadier Guards in
1897, and served through the Boer War. He was a noted sportsman. Captain Sir Edward
Hamilton Westrow Hulse was the seventh baronet, and a grandson of Lord Burnham.

Capt. Lord B R ABOURN E, Grenadier
Guards.

L

Capt. uHARLES
EDMUND WOOD, Royal
Welsh Fusiliers.

Lieut. ROGER CHAS. NOEL
BELLINGHAM, R.F.A.

Lieut, J. C. TYNDALL,
Royal Dublin Fusiliers.

Capt. Sir EDWARD H. W.
HULSE, Bart., Scots Gds.

Lieut. W. D. WATERS,
Sherwood Foresters.

Capt. the Hon. GEORGE
DOUGLAS-P ENNA N T,
Grenadier Guards,

Lieut. F. A. H. CASTBERG,
2nd Middlesex Regiment.

Sec.-Lieut. A C. FOSTER,
Sec -Lieut
R. G.
Lieut. ERIC GILBEY.
. Sec.-Lieut. C. F. BURSee.-Lient. R. G R. HOGAN,
Grenadier Guards.
VANcE, Cheshire Regt.
Rifle Brigade.
NAND, Grenadier Guards:
Royal Berks Regt
Portraits by Elliot:, & ?cy, Lafayette, Lxa,rbsri Weston, Baeratt, Russel, Downey, Chancellor, Death., Swains,
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By C. G. Grey, Editor of " The Aeroplane "
. HE recent Zeppelin attack on Paris seems rather to confirm
the futility of the big airships to which I referred recently.
and must have been something of a disappointment to
believers in the " lighter-than-air " craft ; for, be it remembered,
your true enthusiast for any arm likes to see it succeed, even
at his own expense. Our own airship officers, who believe faithfully in their own craft, would, I feel sure, like to see the big
ships have some sort of success, provided it did not hurt us or our
friends too much.
Object of the Zeppelin Raids
However, judging from all accounts, it seems that the lack of
success in the 'Paris raid was due rather to the Zeppelin crews
being afraid to take any serious risk of being brought down.
It appears that there was a west wind blowing at the time, and
the two ships which reached Paris came round the north-west
of the city over to St. Germain, and here they turned to the
east and hurried down wind across Paris, the obvious object
being to drop their bombs on the factory districts of LevalloisFerret, Neuilly, and Clichy, which are all western suburbs. In
these districts one finds most of the big motor works and general
engineering shops, where, of course, everyone is busy turning
out war material of some sort or other. The big armament
firms like the Schneider gunvJorks at Creusot, are some distance
from Paris, but otherwise the places named are rather like
Woolwich. Greenwich, and Dartford. So it is quite natural that
the attack should have been made there rather than on any
other part of Paris, for if any serious damage had been done it
would have been certain to delay deliveries of some material or
other needed by the French Army.
Apparently, however, either the wind was stronger than the
Zeppelin commanders expected, and carried the ships rapidly
over the doomed suburbs, or else these 'officers were afraid to
turn their ships head to wind and remain 'stationary over one
spot to get a -perfectly certain shot at it—which is the great
advantage that an airship has over an aeroplane, that can
seldom fly slowly enough to keep exactly still an relation =to the
ground. Anyhow, it is certain that they passed quickly from
west to east and disappeared—so quickly, in fact, that none
of the anti:aircraft guns got a fair shot at them.
' It is said that the searchlights only managed to keep them
in view for a few moments at a time, which rather suggests
badly-worked searchlights, for a Zeppelin does not manoeuvre

T

so handily that it can dodge out of the beam of a searchlight
without it being possible for the beam to follow its movements.
The only other explanation is that the ships were going full
steam ahead straight down wind and, consequently, were moving
so fast that they simply ran out of range of the beams, dropping
their bombs as they raced over their objectives, which is
exactly what they would do if they were to avoid being hit.
From this one may deduce that their real object was to scare
Paris and do some damage if possible, but to take no risks
either from guns on the ground or from aeroplanes above ; and
that they hoped to take Paris by surprise, and so hurried over
their job so as not to give the aeroplanes, of which a certain
number are detailed for the defence of the capital, a chance of
starting outeto catch them.
However, warning had been given of their coming when they
were as far north as Compiegne, and the aeroplanes were there
to meet them, though apparently they nearly all missed seeing
the Zeppelins in the darkness.
How AeroPlanes should attack Airships
Apparently they dropped nearly all their bombs in the
manufacturing suburbs, for only two or three in all were dropped
in Paris proper. Taking it all round, the raid may be written
down a fiasco, for the net amount of damage done was very
slight, and not to be compared with that done at Calais, where
'the former of the two recent raids resulted in serious damage
to a railway line outside the town, and the latter made a mess
of the railway-station in the town itself. At Calais, I am
told, the Zeppelins worked much more slowly, and actually
stood immovable for an appreciable time over their marks.
How much truth there is in the story I cannot say, but it is
rumoured that not very long ago one Zeppelin shot down two
French aeroplanes which went up to attack it. If so, the big
airships are not quite .such helpless monsters as we have been
led to believe, though it is also clear, if the story is true, that the
aeroplane pilots must have been needlessly reckless to let them-selves be 'lured within the range of the Zeppelin's machine-guns.
The only safe way for an aeroplane to attack a Zeppelin is to
get well above. it and drop hand grenades or petrol bombs
on to it. There is no sense in firing at it with a machine-gun
such as an aeroplane could carry, for it would take thousands
upon- thousands of bullets to make enough holes to sink the
ship, and the only chance would be to hit the petrol tank.
4,011116,[1.1112.11,0150621•MIMI.1066%.

OUR DIARY OF THE WAR
MAk. BS.—French Staff report further progress by Belgian Army on
he Yser.
Appreciable gain; made by French in Champagne and trenches
taken in the Consenvoye wood, north of Verdun_
Zeppelin attack on Calais, seven people killed.
First neutral vessel arrested by British cordon of cruisers under
the Order-in-Council—the Swedish steamer Geheland, laden with
cargo of _provisions; alleged to be consigned to a German port.
Secretary of State for India publishes evidence of German
intrigues in Persia and Afghanistan.
Fresh Russian invasion of Prussia. On the right bank of the
Niemen battles- raging near Tauroggen, and on German territory,
on the roads from Garzda (on the frontier) to Memel.
Battle of the Narrows. An action between the combined
squadrons of Great Britain and France and the great fortresses
of the Narrows in the Dardanelles fought. Great damage to
forts done, four of them silenced. Three vessels of Allied- Fleet
sunk by drifting mines—Irresistible and Ocean, of British Fleet,
and the Bouvet, of the French squadron ; . British casualties
not heavy, but practically whole of crew of the Bouvet lost with
ship.
MAE, In.—Fighting in Forest of Consenvo. French repulsed German
counter-attack, and maintained ground gained on 18th.
Reported that Russians have occupied Memel, seaport in Northern
- Prussia.
Officially confirmed that Russian Black Sea Squadron has
approached the northern end of the BoSphorus; and that its
arrival has caused a great panic in Constantinople.
MAR. CO.—Admiralty announce that -there is every reason to believe
that German light cruiser Karlsruhe was sunk in neighbourhood
of the West Indies at the beginning of November.
German aeroplane appeared over Deal, and dropped bombs,
which fell harmlessly into the sea,
New Chief of the General Staff.
Announced that Lieut.General Sir W. R. Robertson, who has done brilliant work as
Quartermaster-General, appointed Chief of General Staff. Lieutenant-General R. C, ;Maxwell, who has been Inspector-General
of Clorarminicatioris, becomes Quartermaster-General.

CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS FROM MARCH 18th
TO MARCH 23rd.
MAR. 2 r.--Zeppelin Raid on Paris. Four German airships visit Paris
early in morning, a few bombs dropped upon the north-west
district, but only cause trifling damage.
Vosges Heights lost. French Alpine Chasseurs lost the Great
and Little Reichackerkopf. The second retaken and battle for
recovery of first continuing.
Admiralty announced unfavourable weather interrupted operations in the Dardanelles, and that " power of the Fleet to dominate
the fortresses by superiority of fire seems to -be established."
is
British casualties to date fir killed, wounded, and missing.
Russians take 3,954 men of the Przemysl garrison, which made
an unsuccessful sortie from. that fortress.
Occupation of port of Memel notified officially by Russians.
Lord Kitchener's Grave Warning. At conclusion of - review of
troops -at Liverpool, Lord Kitchener sent a letter to secretary
of the Dock Labourers' Union, in which he stated : " 1 am surprised
to find that there is a section among the dockers of Liverpool
who still refuse to work overtime during the-week and on Saturday.
I feel sure that these men can hardly realise 'that their action in
thus congesting the docks and delaying munitions of war and
food required by our men at the front is having a very serious
effect, and must be stopped. If this appeal has no effect," he
added, " 1 will have to consider taking other steps."
. 22,—Fall of Przemysl The great Austrian fortress surrenders
after a six months' siege to General Selivanoff. The prisoners
numbered 126,000.
In the Argonne the French inflicted two severe reverses on the
enemy. Near Bagatelle three German mines blown up, and a
trench stormed and maintained. Five hundred yards from there,
the Germans hurled back with very heavy losses.
Important speech by Sir Edward Grey on the origin and- object,
of the war. One essential condition of peace, he said, must be
the restoration of Belgian freedom and reparation to her.
M Au. 23.,-L-Russians withdraw from Memel.
Turk raid on Suez Canal. Turkish force r,000 strong , attacked
and routed by a British detachment under Sir G. Younghusband,

my- wit,
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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

FORCING THE SHELL—SWEPT PASSAGE OF THE
NARROWS.—Though the work of the Allied Navies in the
Dardanelles has several times been interrupted by bad weather,
victory is only a question of time. The general belief is that
when, or even before, the Allies enter the Sea of Marmora, the

Edited by
J. A. Hammertoe

Turks will surrender. This illustration is a birdseye view of
H.M.S. Triumph, which destroyed the forts at Smyrna, with
another battleship ahead, moving up the Straits behind the mine—
sweepers and under heavy shell fire. It is now understood
that eight more ships are on their way to join the Allied FiRef,
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" The War Illustrated " is pleased to be able to offer its readers the first of a series
of exceptionally interesting contributions by a member of the Army Service Corns
with our Expeditionary Army. They are the views of one who is daily playing his
part in the greatest tragedy of the world's history. His thoughts on going into
action ; his feelings under fire ; on being wounded ; his comments and criticisms on
the methods of warfare—all are set forth with impressive clarity. They are in fact
the voice of an individual from the wilderness of war, and bring the realities of
Armageddon home to us far more vividly than the official megaphone of Headquarters.

H

ERE, looking from the one undamaged. window
of the house where we are -located, war seems
very far away. A few green buds here and there
are bringing the promise of another spring. The almond
trees are throwing out clusters of pink blossom. A decrepit
and shot-scarred oak seems to regard the buffeting of
foe or season alike with stolid indifference. The lately
frozen earth melts and moves under the influence of the
rapidly growing sun. A yellow dandelion stars the
greenness at irregular intervals. Life strains and heaves
e,xpectantly. Here, war seems very far away.
There—to the north and south, for mile after mile—
men, with the most diabolical instruments. yet invented, are
doing one another to death every second of the day.
Hour after hour great shells hurtle through miles of space to
fall with mathematical precision on the dcsired spot. Hour
after hour, in snow, mud, rain, and sleet, men sit patiently
waiting in a hole in the ground to rend each other to
death. All day long the rifle bullets zip !—zip ! The great
guns vomit flames, the shells scream through the air and
fall with a crash that brings all the terrors of death before
the mind. One can get used to the rifle bullet, to the
boom of the distant gun, but the fear of the shell remains.
The Terror of the Shell
One is always very much surprised to find oneself alive
after a shell has burst. There is •an indescribable feeling
of relief which no words can make apparent. A modern
shell gives two distinct warnings of its approach. There
is the high screaming note which denotes the forward
movement of the missile—a peculiarly demoralising and
terrifying sound. There is, too, a kind of " zooning,"
humming noise—like a million mad bees—caused, I understand, by the rotating of the shell at a terrific speed from
the rifled barrel of the great guns. There is a crash like
thunder 1 One can hear the bullets and fragments of
the shell casing go " phit !—phit ! " among the leaves. The
smoke clears. You see a huge hole in the ground some
fifty yards away. Round the edge of it a few figures
lie still and motionless. An officer waves his sword ;
a body of men rise from the ground, race madly forward
for ten—twenty—thirty yards. Again the shrill scream ;
the " zooning ' noise. The men fling themselves on the
earth as the shell falls almost in their midst. Crash I
The earth seems to heave at the contact.
Waiting—for What ?
You have been here two days ; you have not seen a
German yet. You have fired when you have been ordered
to fire. You have waited patiently in the mud and the
rain. It has all seemed very stupid. You came here to
kill Germans. If this is a war, why are you not being
used ? Why are you not fighting ?
It appears to you at times that a terrific mistake has
been made. There are no Germans near ; the Belgian and
British have driven them back for miles from where you
are—and you, and the others with you in this particular
trench have been overlooked, been forgotten ! Such things
ha-ve happened. Mistakes—mistakes that cost Eves—are
being made all the time. There appears to be no method
to the unit. Men are sent aithIessly here and there. A
company is ordered to leave a trench and move forward for
no, apparent reason. Later it is ordered back to the trench
it previously occupied. No action has taken place. No
useful purpose- has been served. What does it all mean ?
Occasionally a fusillade of well-aimed shots comes from
a totally unexpected direction—later you hear that - the
loth Blankshires mistook your trench fOr a Gerthaff. one I-,
The waste of life is prodigal to 'the point of madness.
No time or consideration can be given to the man who
falls under fire. Where he is he must lie. The R.A.M.C.

performs the impossible every minute of the day; the Red
Cross- nurses and the Red Cross vans are ever near at
hand, the little field hospital behind the firing line deals
efficiently with every case brought in.
Yet, withal, the aimless cruelty of the whole Hung
makes one raise one's eyes to heaven and wonder !
The wounds, too, caused by shell and shrapnel are very
terrible. The bullet—the rifle bullet—fired up to a mile
or two usually passes right through a man, and " stops "
him, without the wound necessarily being fatal or even
hurtful. It is when the bullet or fragment of shell fails to
pass through the body that the worst aspect of the matter
arises. The " punch " is often far worse than the actual
wound. It will be readily understood that in the case of
a bullet or splinter of shell remaining in the body, the
blow, or " punch " is equivalent to being hit at close quarters
with several hundredweights of metal. This is the reason of
so many deaths from shock. One may recover from the
actual wound made by the bullet, but the shock of the
punch " has completely destroyed the nerves and brain.
Impregnability of the Trench
The trench is the most effective defence in modern
warfare yet invented by the mind of man but as a
country-conquering asset it is absolutely valueless. It
is fairly safe to say that if the Belgians had entrenched
themselves, instead of relying on useless and expensii-e
forts, the enemy would still be outside Liege. Nothing
can move men from a properly-manned and efficientlyequipped trench, Nothing that is to say, but lack of
courage. Big gun, small gun, rifle, or bayonet—the man
in the trench can defend himself from all. For every
move he has a counter ; for every lead a trump card.
But he must stay in his trench. Therefore, for attack
or invasion, he is comparatively innocuous.
One's blood boils at the insensate system and unspeakable
stupidity that sends these lines of grey-blue coats against
us. A mass of men suddenly appears, somewhat blurred
to the eyesight at first, a mile or so away. At once hell
is let loose upon the face of the earth. Big shells from
the great guns fall in their midst, shrapnel from the
quick-firers shower bullets over their heads, Maxims
rain lead in a continuous stream, rifles from every trench
and particle of cover burst into flame. The whole world
has gone mad.
Exhilaration and Death
One suddenly discovers that one is yelling and swearing
and howling for all one is worth. Nearer and nearer
they approach, sadly depleted but unwavering. Nearer and
nearer. The yelling and exhilaration of the last few minutes
is replaced by something very different. Faces grow
stern and set and cold. The men are taking careful aim
now. Grey-coat after grey-coat pitches forward and
lies still. The big guns have lost the range now, only the
Maxims and the rifles are effective. The carnage is awful.
One feels sick.
And then the line wavers. It turns a little, and great
gaps and lanes are seen. There is much waving of arms
at the back of the mass. There officers are exhortinoand threatening. Again they face the bullet-swept prospect.
Slowly, very slowly. It is a great stupid animal obeying
the behest of one as stupid. We are afraid of this animal,
but it is so stupid that we pity it.
Again the Maxims speak. Another clip of cartridges,
and the bullets rattle out till the rifle grows too hot to hold.
Flesh and blood can hold out no longer': ' Even stupidity
—and the German is very stupic17--brealcs down before
the awful avalanche- of death it must ittes .They break
and_ run—what is left of them. Th-e .movement was
entirely, futile. Why did they come out ?
What did they come out to do ?
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T e Tug of

and Some Individual Efforts

British soldiers hauling a heavy garrison gun into position.
Recent despatches from General French and "Eye—Witness "
have confirmed the Allies' ascendancy in artillery. Even the
Germans themselves have admitted that the bombardment
of Neuve Chapelle was unprecedented.

Lonely scout, surrounded by earth—sacks and hidden under the
tottering shell—swept roof of a French farmhouse, keeps watch.

Vigil in a ruined chateau. Another sentry, rifle in hand, strains
every nerve to catch sight or hear sound of the lurking foe.

Training the machine—gun on the enemy. British soldier in a
first—line trench takes aim with a well—placed Maxim.
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Our Camera Correspondents in the French Lines

Zinc pontoons being transported overland. It will be noted that they are
disguised from aircraft by twigs and dead leaves.

Secret hiding—place of a " 75." The gun has been enclosed in a wooden
shed covered with a sand—heap, through which the muzzle protrudes.
Effective cover fo.- a gun is an essential to successful artillery work.

Severed as easily as z. scythe cuts a rush. Stately
oak, in a French forest, which has been sectioned by
a German shell.

New French cannon of 155'5 mm., or a little over 6. inches. This is probably an answer to the German gun of similar calibre which
tits a range of six miles. It is fitted with witeel—pads, a detail necessary for the transport of these heavy weapons.
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Unique Film-Records of the Daily Round of War

Inset: An innocent victim of German rifle fire! A hare found shot on a battlefield.
After French provisions and munitions have been taken to a base by rail they are
transported to the front in waggons that are drawn by mules.

Mule transport in France. Thls photograph was taken under fire, for the
mules, laden with food, are traversing an exposed position.

Deserted farm buildings used by French soldiers as bathing places. Inset Tower of an imposing French edifice after a
bombardment. (These photographs are exclusive to a The War Illustrated.")
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Sons of the Republic keep watch along the Aisne

French infantryman well screened from the enemy's fire by gabions and sacks-of earth.
It will be noted that he is wearing top-boots, the trench being Inundated.

I N same parts of the French line,
notably the Aisne district, save for
the risk of being struck by a stray bullet,
life during the recent bad weather has
been comparatively uneventful. The fact
of the matter is that the two opposing
forces have so strongly fortified their
positions (it is now known that the
Germans have solidified their trenches
with concrete) that an advance would
entail losses in men disproportionate to
any possible gain.
As the spring advances and the ground
hereabouts hardens with drier weather,
the conditions will be more favourable to
general forward movements on the part
of the belligerents.
These photographs show various incidents in the life of French infantrymen
holding the Aisne. During the slack days
some of them have converted their crude
dug-outs into what appear to be fairly
comfortable quarters.

Frenci bomb-proof dug-out alongside a canal near the Aisne. 'The position has been the scene of much furious fighting.
S 'Wing on the elevated ground is a sentinel on guard. Rifles of soldiers at lunch inside are seen piled against the shelter.

Some members of the 36th Regiment of French Infantry photograptutd while waiting to dine at fresco within it few hundred yards
of the German trenches. The tables and chairs are constructed with wattles. l" The War Illustrated" exclusive photographs.)
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The Kaiser's Huns in various ivioods and Places

Soup being served to Germans at the Polish front. By dint of
ruthless commandeering, which has meant starvation for the
helpless peasantry, the Huns have managed to live well in Poland.

Snug dug—out in an elaborate German trench on the East
Prussian front. The officers are seen at luncheon.

Before the war these caves, near Soissons, were the homes of peasants. Now the German soldiers use them as retreats for shells and
bombs. Inset Humane Huns
German soldiers seeding a puppy from a bottle in the hope that it will become a regimental mascot.
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Peace and War Contrasts in the Lands of Conflict

The time is not yet ripe when men "shall beat their swords into ploughshares," but in the fair fields of France and Flanders
strange contrasts are seen, depicting scenes of Peace with those of War. These photographs remind us of our English countryside; the above might be of a harvesting scene. It shows British soldiers cutting a new road in France.

The calm, contented oxen do not know friend from foe. Germans Serbian peasant women have been very kind to wounded Austrians
plundering a French farm and about to drive the oxen to slaughter. after retreats. Country-folk taking the disabled men to hospital.

Peace and War. A striking contrast: A ploughman calmly tilling the soil in Northern France and a French armoured motor-car engaged in the sterner work of war. Military map ity hand, the officer is surveying the country an:a:watching keenly
for signs of The enemy, while the gunner stands ready behind the machine--gun.
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The Fateful Moment before the Charge

Dramatic moments just before the victorious British infantry
attack at Neuve Chapelle. The soldiers, waiting anxiously to
charge, were watching the bombardment. As the artillery fire
grew hotter and hotter, and the time drew nearer for our men to

rush forward to the bayonet assault, their excitement reached
fever pitch. Some of them jumped up on the parapets, brandishing their rifles towards the Germans and shouting chatienge$and taunts, which were drowned in the roar of the guns.
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On and off Duty in the First-line Trenches
OST of us can have but a hazy idea
of what it is really like to be in.
the trenches. These splendid photographs, especially the one below of a
British trench, give an excellent idea of
trench life. Here, side by side, are seen
soldiers calmly fighting and resting,
watching the foe, or cooking a meal.
While one Frenchman reads his newspaper, another, within a few inches of
him, is about to fire at a German ; while
the curly - headed British " Tommy "
promptly takes aim at a head protruding
from the German trench, a sergeant, pipe
in mouth, unconcernedly cooks his bacon
over the brazier fire. The details shown
in the photograph below are specially
fascinating. Note the cooking utensils,
and how they are fixed to the wooden
wall of the trench.

In a French first—line trench. While some of the soldiers are
reading or resting their comrades are firing and watching.

German trench near the Yser. Cleaning up their cartridges,
gentle work for a slack day.

Whilst a " Tommy " is trying to "bag" an unsuspecting Hun in
the opposite trench, the sergeant is more interested in his bacon.

Fighting and resting in a Russian trench in the eastern war
area. Slav soldiers in Poland elaborately garbed against
winter's cold.
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Atkins as "Handyman" while on Active Service

Giving their rifles a bath. In order to keep the barrels free from
dust boiling water is run through them.

A little ploughing is a pleasant, if poetic, relief from the sword.
Tommy is apparently equally efficient with both implements.

Kukris to grind. Soul—inspiring occupation on the part of Gurkhas,
Inset : Brawny British blacksmiths working at a French village forge,

Destruction for the purpose of construction. British soldiers unroofing a house at the front, which somehow or other has escaped
the inevitable bombardment, to m-ke their dug-outs waterproof with the tiles.
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Dummies ! Simple Ruse to mislead Enemy Airmen

Of the innumerable tricks in use in this war, probably the
most popular is the use of dummy men and guns. These are
placed in a position where they can easily be seen by hostile
airmen, who, not daring to fly sufficiently low to detect such
ruses, give misleading information. The result is often a lavish

waste of valuable ammunition either on straw ant/rise or logie
covered with brushwood to represent guns. Sometimes an enemy
is even induced to make a false charge. This photograph (ex*
elusive to " The War Illustrated ") shows four dummies in a
French trench. At a distance they appear wonderfully lifelike.
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The Flame of War along the Flemish Waterways

The fact that small canal boats, armed with quick—firing guns,
have been taking part in the fighting along the Flemish coast
has been common knowledge for some time. These speedy and
mobile craft have fully done their share in keeping the Germans
from the Calais goal. The still waters of Flanders, which for

centuries have reflected only silent barges, beautiful media3val
belfries, and world—forgotten convents, are now turbulent with]
the wash of these deadly gunboats. Just as the armoured train is I
able to harass the enemy by rail, so are these craft able to do so
by water. {Exclusive photograph to " The War Illustrated.")

Some soldiers of King Albert's forces hors de combat for the moment, Group of
Belgian warriors in the detention camp at Oldebrock, Holland.

Belgian sentry guarding a point on the sands at La Panne, which is still in the hands
of our undaunted ally, in spite of 'continued German efforts to break through.

Dug-out visited by the Queen of the Belgians,
who, resting awhile on a case of cartridges,
took keen interest In the work of her defenders.

British sailors who escaped from the siege of Antworp are not the only alien fighters detained in Holland. Many Belgian soldiers,
cut off from their regiments, have been compeiled to seek refuge in neutral territory as an alternative to gaol—bird life in Germany.
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Some Minor Marvels of War-time Science

This wounded German is not holding a telephone apparatus
or a sky-rocket! His left hand Is bound in a curious splint.

Surgery's latest aid. Telephone probe that conveys to the
wearer of the receiver a noise like falling coals when it touches
a piece of metal in the flesh.

Ingenious machine, on the principle of a saw, used in the
French Army for cutting barbed-wire entanglements. It has
proved exceptionally effective against such obstructions.

The.Coseacks ars brave men at all times. This one had the pluck to stand, clad in a new bullet-proof waistcoat, whilst a comrade
fired at him afoloil range, so that the efficacy of the invention cquid„ be thoroughly tasted. Stilf, Bullet-proof,,coata.are_ hardly
needed in- the-'Russian Amity'—Austrians so seldom score a " bull "
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War's Diverse Effects on Feminine Temperament

A volunteer corps of women gardeners
has been formed at South Norwood to
grow vegetables for military hospitals.

Countess Manon von Drumreicher, who
has supplied five thousand cork legs for
Austria's maimed soldiers.

Feminine Italy preparing for " The Day."
A member of a Milan corps of militant
Italian women—shots.

Baroness Reitzes, who has sold The most noble form of woman's wartime work.
her pearl necklace for £17,000 to buy French nurse tending a wounded Turco in a hospital
bread for Vienna's poor.
in Paris.

Austrian millionaire's wife, Frau
Luise Elrich, who for charity entered
a circus lions' den and fed them.

The women of Italy are in militant mood. A Corps of Amazons has been formed, and the women drill and practise shooting. These
women are being instructed in the mechanism o: the Irifie. Women all over Europe are acting diverse parts in the War of the
Nations. But the noblest and most beautiful sphere of womanly activity is surely that of bringing relief to the wounded.
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Worn and Broken in War : Allies in Adversity

Next to the common enmity against Kaiserism, nothing brings the Allies, of diverse nationalities and colours, closer together than
the {comradeship of suffering and misfortune. Allies from various climes fraternising in the German prison camp near Berlin.
In the front row is a British soldier. On the right • A French "angel of the ward " playing draughts with her British patient.

Britons and French in hospital. British soldier
having a wound tended by pretty Parisienne.

Acheery game of cards between wounded British, French, and Belgian soldiers
in hospital at Epsom. The nurse is interested in the Highlander's '4 hand."

East and- west meet as •com rades- in ad verSIty. • "Britiely'hndY.INdhltawarriors resting-and chattingtogether outside a hospital in France.

These FeSnott and BelgiaA soldiers in a Paris hospital
have played their part in " La Revanche."

The War Illustrated, 10th April, 1915
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By F. A. McKenzie, "Daily Mail " War Correspondent

T

HE recently issued French Official Review of the. War of Belgium was overrun. Germany occupied a large part
is a satisfactory and encouraging document. The of Northern France, and Paris itself was in danger of
French General Staff have recognised that they are capture.
dealing with sensible men and women, and have not
How is it that those of us who know these facts have yet
attempted to produce a merely partisan statement. They to-day supreme confidence in the French Army ? There
do not try to convince us that no mistakes have been are two main reasons. We believe in the French soldier,
made.
individually, and we believe in the highs military qualities
On the contrary, faults are frankly admitted. The of the French Commander-in-Chief.
Review shows—what everyone knew—that at the beginning
The Death of Political Intrigue
of the war France was ill-equipped for her great trial, and
The faults that almost wrecked France in the beginning
some of her generals were unfitted for their task. But we of the war have been wiped out. The old, political generals
are shown how France discovered her mistakes, reformed have Veen retired. Young, able men, chosen for nothing
her positions, completed her laggard preparations, eliminated but their military fitness, have succeeded them. The equipinefficient generals, recovered the initiative, and is to-day ment of the Army has been renewed. Vast quantities
on the high road to victory.
of guns and munitions of war have been prepared, and to-day
the famous French " soixante-quinze ' holds its own—
How France was Caught Napping
We can now openly admit the fact that at the beginning and more than holds its own—against the best output of the
France was caught unprepared. For forty, years hr sons Krupp yards.
Northampton can tell you of the millions of pairs of boots
had talked of revenge for Alsace. For two generations the
mind of the nation had been directed to one end—war bought. France has had time to mobilise and place in the
with Germany. New France arose—a France shorn of field her reserves. The French private soldier is magnificent.
much. of the old frivolity, with strenuous ways, lofty Day by day since the dark hours of August the national
strength has increased, and from Alsace to the north of
ambitions, and stern purpose.
We knew the spirit of the French soldier, and the Fumes, in Belgium, the French are to-day proving that
excellence of certain arms of the French service, notably in arms, men, and in generalship they are more than a
the field artillery, the cavalry, and the aircraft corps. match for their foes.
The Strength of the Armies
What the world did not fully recognise was the curse of
France, the power of the politician over the soldier. War
General joffre has proved in many ways that he possesses
Minister succeeded War Minister, each with his favourites the chief qualities required of him—stubbornness, unflinchand his partisans, and the hangers-on he forced into high ing courage, an obstinate adherence to his own purpose.
office. Men were promoted to supreme commands because He has kept his armies together, he has kept them unof their politics ; good officers were hunted out of the broken, and each week sees his position improving.
service because they attended Mass. The ' soldier was
It is now possible to form some estimate of the strength worthy of the best days of France. The military machine of the opposing armies on the western front. The combined
became clogged.
Franco-British-Belgian forces should number, in round
War came, as war usually comes, with very brief notice. figures, about four million men, not including a million and
It was then found that vast numbers of Reservists flocking a half French reserves, many of whom are not yet ready
to the colours could not be dealt with. There were not for the field.
sufficient uniforms, rifles, or guns for them. There were
The French fighting army numbers two millions and a,
not enough boots. It was expected that the French half. The gallant little Belgian force is now over a hundred
armies would pour into Belgium to help King Albert's thousand strong. The British forces include the Regulars,
little force, Day by day during mid-August the Belgians the Territorials, Kitchener's Army, the Dominion Continwaited,
gents, and the Indian Army. In placing my total at about
four millions, I am making liberal allowance for the various
The German Plan of Campaign
gaps and shortages which always reveal themselves in
Reassuring statements were issued. The two armies, war time.
French and Belgian, were in touch, we were told. It was
The total German Army forces that will be available in the
whispered that strong French armies had arrived eastwards, west this spring cannot well exceed between two and three
and were holding the line of the Meuse, from Namur to millions, for Germany must help to hold the Russians back
Liege, in great force. Had they done so, as they ought in Austria, besides defending her long line in Poland and in
to have done, most of Belgium would have been saved.
Eastern Prussia.
Alas, the French forces in Belgium were totally inadeqUate
" Get On or Get Out"
to their work 1 They came too late, and they came too
feeble. Then the Battle of Charleroi was fought. France
The obvious German plan of campaign is to attempt a
had sufficient troops here, but bad generalship lost the day, great forward movement on one or two critical points
and one of the richest parts of France fell into German before the full strength of the Allies is exerted on her
hands.
simultaneously from every side. Two points suggest
Another trouble was that the French Staff mistook the themselves—Paris on the west, Brest-Litovsk on the east.
German plan of campaign. They did not believe that the
An attempt to force the road to Paris' would leave the
Germans would cross the Meuse. Even when the Meuse Germans open to crushing flank attacks. For thirty years
was crossed, and the Germans were pushing on into France, Russian generals have known that should Germany attack
they would riot believe that an invasion through Northern them the capture of Brest-Litovsk would be one of their
France was possible. They left the defence of the north early aims, and they have laid their plans accordingly.
to ill-equipped Territorials, while the main armies were
If Germany does not attempt an early advance, what
concentrated to the east. These Territorials, wretchedly then ? In that case she must fall back, probably to the
equipped with artillery, were given the duty of supporting line of Antwerp-Namur. If the opposing armies attempt
the flanks of our Expeditionary Force.
to continue on their present lines, when the warm weather
Everyone knows the result. The French Territorials comes they will be stricken with pestilence.
found themselves against the pick of the German Army.
The lines between them are, at many points, choked
They fought magnificently, but were crumpled up. The with the dead. Some of the old canals, particularly around
Battle of Mons and the heroic and disastrous retreat Dixmude, are so choked with the bodies of the fallen that
followed. Meanwhile, obsessed by political considerations; when a shell falls among them it sends up into the sky, not a
a great French force had made a futile excursion into Alsace. cascade of water, but a mass of human flesh. Get on or get
The net result of the first month of the war was that most out " must be the motto on both sides in the days ahead.
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Ingenuity and Courage overcome Barbed-wire Defences

Scientific warfare reduces itself to an eternal Conflict between
human ingenuity in the nature of effensIveand defensive machines.
Barbed-wire, one of the chief obstacles of an attacking force,
is overcome by various devices, shown in the illustration on this
page. French troops are seen in the foreground armed with
specially strong shears. They advance to do their perilous work

under cover of a sheet of steel similar to a gun-shield, and, of
course, darkness. Another method is the use of a grappling-iron
fired from a cannon, and attached by a long wire rope to a windlass, which enables the iron, once it is hooked in the barbedwire, to be pulled back, dragging with it a section of the
obstruction. Finally, the mitrailleuse is used to blast a passage.
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E-WAR,BY-SE
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.

T

HERE have been many ingenious calculations as to
the monetary cost of Germany's Zeppelin craze, her
attacks on coast towns, her cruiser attack on commerce, and her last disastrous failure in the submarine
attack on shipping. To my mind, these little essays in
arithmetic are very futile. Since an expenditure of a
few thousands sterling in peace on the reserve of ammunition may make the difference between victory and defeat,
those few thousands may be worth millions in war.
So far as the Navy is concerned, we may say in regard
to the provision of any vital matter, the people of this
country have always recognised that by the Navy they
stand and fall, and so it has always been the case that if the,
Sea Lords have been resolute in demanding what was required they have obtained it. In regard to the Army, the
contrary has been the case. Historically we have always
had to improvise an army and its equipment in face of a
war, the traditional suspicion of the people being illustrated
by the fact that Parliament passes the Army Annual Act
year by year, and without it the existence of the Army
would cease to be legal.
Mr. Churchill's Boast
This simple fact means that in the nature of things a
strain of an enormous character is inevitably thrown on the

My earnest hope is that the situation in the first week
in August will be laid bare without any attempt at extenuation, for that is the only way to make our people resolve
that it must never happen again. That is not all. By
Orders-in-Council and King's Proclamations we altered
our minds some eight or nine times as to what we should
permit to enter Germany by sea, and thus showed that we
had not clearly thought out what was of main assistance to
our enemies in the field.
Wanted—A Strategist
The difference between what is thought out in advance
and what is improvised is illustrated by the entire success
of the transport of our expeditionary forces to France.
NOW, it is possible to point to repeated indications of
want of clear thinking in this war on matters that ought
to have been thought out before even the war commenced.
This arises in the Navy from the want of a strategist at the
head of affairs, a man who should have been as entirely freed
from the details of administrative work by one whose forte
is departmental control, as Moltke was by Von Roon prior
to 187o.
Take a simple little matter like the Pacific cable, which
has remained cut for months. I can point to repeated
warnings prior to the landing of the cable, warnings cons-eyed both to the Government and the Admiralty, that if
this cable was landed at Fanning Island it would be cut on
the outbreak of war.
It was the same in regard to the inadequate naval forces
abroad and the abandonment of the policy of shadowing
a prospective enemy cruiser during the crisis before war.
The Navy's Proud Achievement

Heroes seldom in the limelight. Some of the crew of a mine—
sweeper firing with rifles to explode a floating mine. These
wnen daily risk their lives searching the seas for these infernal
machines. They have been doing good work in the Dardanelles.

labour market by the Army the moment a big European
war breaks out. Mr. Churchill has recently boasted about
the adequate reserves of the Navy, brought about by
increases in recent years.
There are 'two criticisms I have to make on this boast.
From 1904 to 1909 there were very large reductions in the
armaments votes and reserves of the Navy, and we have
yet to know that the subsequent increase made good the
depletion. The second point is that, when war broke
out, the Admiralty, which could always have obtained
large supplies in peace, placed their additional orders
on the market, and thereby intensified the strain.
Had those orders been given in peace time, the supply
of munitions of war to the Army and our Allies would
have been simplified to that extent.
It is an indication of our hand-to-mouth system that after
seven months of war we are for the first time tackling
the problem of mobilising industry to cope with the insistent prayer of our soldiers in France for munitions, more
munitions, and- yet more munitions. When the war broke
out, neither the War Office nor the Admiralty knew what
relations our actual armament-making resources bore to
their probable united demands.

It is only now, after eight months of war, that all the
enemy raiders abroad have been destroyed except the
Kronprinz Wilhelm. It is an achievement of which the
Admiralty has reason to be ashamed, and the Navy very
proud, for the latter wrestled with difficulties which were
certainly not of its own creation. I maintain that these
errors of policy would be reduced to a minimum if the
strategist were at the head of the Admiralty, and that no
War Staff, however large, will succeed if it owes allegiance
to a mere administrative head of the Von Roon type, and
not to a strategist of the Moltke class.
But the converse is equally true that the administrative
work of the Von Roon will suffer if he is expected to concern
himself with the strategical questions. He will be informed
of the needs of the situation, and it is his business to organise
the means of supply to meet those needs. TO develop, to
simplify, and to standardise the weapons of naval war are
among the most important of his functions, and to consider
these questions also in conjunction with the Army, with
especial reference to the rapid augmentation of our resources
and supplies in times of foreign crises and of war.
Need for Standardisation
The public will understand what I mean by standardisation if it will reflect on the history of certain huge American
undertakings, such as the Ford motor-car. It might take
eighteen months to turn out an improved type of vessel,
when twelve will suffice for a standardised type.
This factor of standardisation, for instance, will determine the rate at which Germany can turn out submarines.
Under a high degree of organisation and preparation it
would be possible to turn out a large number by about
eight months after war broke out..
The public need not, however, be in the slightest degree
alarmed by this fact. Germany is losing one submarine
a week manned by trained crews. - With partially trained
crews the loss would certainly be increased. In the mean
time, we have lost to them only twenty-two merchant
vessels in five weeks since the official date for the submarine
war of February 18th, and during that time, there have
been 7,401 arrivals and sailings in and from our" blockaded
ports.
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Four Branches of the New Army in Training

Stretcher-bearers of the
practising first-aid with a Practising first-aid bandaging in preparation for the real work
" wounded " comrade. He is supposed to be injured in the arms at the front. This is a most important duty, for many wounded
and leg, and so must be lifted very carefully.
men owe their lives to their first bandaging.

Cavalrymen of the New Army. Troopers cleaning their kit and harness in anticipation of a general inspection. The New
Army has to maintain the British soldier's reputation for smartness.

The men " behind the grub " are as important as the men behind Artillerymen
burnishing the harness of their gun-teaM In oda
the guns. Often troops are able to make good progress without of the camps of
the New Army. (These' photographs are exelusive
firing a shot for days; but at all times they must have food,
to ""The War Illustrated.")
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1""nn.1444*
By C.

G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"

OMEHOW the Royal Naval Air Service seems to
collect considerably more of the limelight of
publicity than does the Royal Flying Corps, which,
incidentally, is not particularly desired by either service,
because your naval or military officer of the best class
does not like advertising himself. Those who would
perhaps like to see their names in print and their photographs in the papers are very soon taught by the rest
that it is not good form," and have their legs pretty
severely pulled if their names appear anywhere except
in official despatches or in the casualty lists.

S

Apropos of this damage to submarines on the slips, it
shows how accurate bomb-dropping is becoming, thanks
to regular training. The two officers mentioned represent
almost the extremes of the R.N.A.S., for the senior of
them has been working as instructor in flying at the
R.N.A.S. School at Eastchurch, Isle of Sheppey, for over
two years, and commanded a " flight " of the Navy's
land-going machines which were lent to the Army during
the autumn manoeuvres of 1913. He is thus a very able
and experienced flier.
The other officer is one of the newest draft, having
only joined since war broke out, and having been trained
at Hendon since the aerodrome was taken over by the
Navy. Yet, so sound is the training which he received
there that he is already, with many other pupils of his
date, good enough to take his place on active service.

Why the "Limelighter" is unpopular
There are good reasons why this should be so.- In
the first place, the confirmed " limelighter " or " glory
hunter " is liable to upset the regular work of his men by
wild and futile dashes in search of opportunities for deeds
Seaplane and Landplane work compared
which will bring him to the notice of the public—dashes
into the enemy's lines which may cost a good many lives
The fact that the younger officers are so capable. is
without any appreciable results. And in the second place, naturally very encouraging, for it indicates what may be
he may, by talking about his deeds, give away information expected as their numbers increase. Also, the fact that
of military value to the enemy. Hence the unpopularity it was possible to damage submarines on the slips, gives
of us poor journalists in the neighbourhood of his Majesty's one a hint as to what may be taking place at sea.
forces, and the raison d' etre of that necessary, but
So long ago as the naval manoeuvres of 1913 the comparajournalistically noxious person, the
tively slow seaplanes of that period
censor.
showed how useful they could be in
giving warning of the presence of
All the same, one wishes that some
hostile submarines, and there is no
departments would be a trifle more
reason to suppose that the more
generous with their information.
numerous and efficient seaplanes of
For example, one would like to know
to-day are less effective.
more of the anonymous hero, menEye-Witness's "
tioned in the
A seaplane attacking a submarine
report, who descended to one hunat sea has many advantages over
dred and fifty feet in order to blow
the land-going aeroplanes which
up a railway bridge behind the
attacked the Cockerill Works, though,
German lines in France during the
naturally, it has more trouble in
Battle of Neuve Chapelle. One
finding its mark. On the one hand,
would like to know what machine he
the Antwerp raiders had a fixed
was flying, and the weight of bombs
point to go for, but they had to run
he was carrying, and—like the chilall the ris of being hit by fire from
dren's request when one tells them
great numbers of rifles, machine and
a story - what happened next ?
anti-aircraft guns. On the other
Naturally, the facts of the advenhand, the seaplane patrol may have
ture would have to come from the
to fly for weeks without ever finding
officer himself, because it is unlikely
a submarine on the surface, or runthat there was anyone else of our
ning with only the periscope showing.
people there to see him do it, and
But when it does, it has, if anything,
Debris of L. French aeroplane which fell while
the Germans had the whole pera better chance -of hitting and less
on a reconnaissance. The two occupants had
a miraculous escape from death. Neither was
foimance to themselves. Still, if
chance of being hit. If the subseriously injured. Onesustained some bruises,
they knew all about it, why should
marine is caught right on the
which necessitated a few days' rest.
not we also hear something ?
surface, and has not time to
On the other hand, the Admiralty is remarkably prompt submerge, the best it can do is to turn half a dozen rifles,
in telling us of the work of the Royal Naval Air Service. or perhaps a machine-gun, on to the seaplane, and that
In the case of the raid on the Cockerill Works at Antwerp is much less alarming than the fire most of the land-going
the other day, we were told within twenty-four hours aeroplanes have to stand every day they go out.
that five pilots started, that two—unnamed--lost their
Easier to hit a moving target
way in the fog and came home again ; that one—FlightIf the submarine is caught running semi-submerged it
Lieut. Crossley Meates—landed in Holland owing to engine
failure ; and that two, whose names were given—Squadron- is not likely to see the aeroplane, and the noise of wind
Commander Courtney and Flight-Lieut. Rosher—did and water would prevent the look-out from hearing the
damage to submarines on the slips and got away safely. aeroplane's engine.
As the boat is on the move it is actually making the
News of the Ft.F.C. wanted
aeroplane's work easier, for by flying along behind it,
All that local reports were able to add afterwards was the pilot of the aeroplane has a mark which is moving
confirmation of the fact that damage had been done, and in the same direction as himself. For example, if the
the announcement that one officer came down to three aeroplane can slow down to, say, fifty miles an hour, the
hundred feet to make sure of his aim-a piece of work as bomb when it leaves the machine will also be travelling
daring as that of the unnamed soldier already mentioned, horizontally at fifty miles an hour and will shape its course
for when an aeroplane is below fifteen hundrdd feet or so, downwards accordingly, which makes it difficult to hit a
a couple of hundred feet one way or the other makes little stationary mark. But if the mark and the aeroplane
difference to the chances- of beim,- hit. However, the point are both travelling at nearly the same pace, the condiis that if the Admiralty can tell
b us so much, the War tions are nearer those of dropping from a stationary point
.
Office might be equally generous in disclosing facts Without on to a stationary mark, and therefore any variation
unduly advertising any particular officers—for where all which reduces the difference in speed between the bombare so good it would be unfair to distinguish between them. dropper and the mark makes it easier to hit.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Lieut.-Col. H. P. IINIACKE,
C.B„ Gordon Highlanders.

Capt. A. G. COLLES,
4th Batt. Royal Dublin Fus.

Lt.-Col. G. B. MeANDREW,
Lincolnshire Regt.

Mai, GREY W. DUBERLEY
Grenadier Guards.

[Col. COL/if McLEAN,
Gordon Highlanders.

Capt. HENRY L. HOMAN,
Middlesex Regt.

Capt C. G. V. WELLESLEY,
2nd Batt. Lincolnshire Regt.

Capt. W. A. GALLAGHER,
East Lancashire Regt.

ieutenant-Colonel G. B. McAndrew, Lincolnshire Regiment, served through the
Boer War, was mentioned in despatches, obtained the brevet rank of major, and
was awarded the Queen's Medal with three clasps and the King's Medal with two clasps.
Major Grey William Duberley, was a nephew of Lord Sandy's, and a brother-in-law of
Lord Nunburnholine. He joined the Grenadier Guards in 1897 from the Militia. During
the Boer War he took part in many engagements, was mentioned in despatches, and
received the Queen's Medal with six clasps and the King's with two. Last July he
married the,sister of Lord Nunburnholme. who was formerly the wife of Earl Cowley.
Colonel Colin McLean, of the Gordon Highlanders, commanded the 6th (Banff and
Donside Battalion (Territorial). He !T rved through the South .African War, and
obtained both medals with five clasp..
Captain Henry Leslie Homan, Middlesex Regiment, entered the Army in May. 1000.
He was employed with the West African Frontier Force from 1908 to 1912, took part
in the Southern Nigeria Expedition, was mentioned in despatches, and awarded the
medal with clasp.
Captain Cyril Gerald Valerian Wellesley, 2nd Batt. Lincolnshire Regiment, was killed
in action near Neuve Chapelle. He served in the Boer War, was attached to the Mounted
Infantry, and became A.D.C. to General Sir Neville Lyttelton. He received both
medals, with live clasps. Captain Wellesley also saw active service in West Africa in
1906-7, and had a medal with clasp. He was thirty-five years of age, and was the husband
of the daughter of the late Mr. J. W. Summers, M.P.

Capt. C. A. LAFONE, D.S,O.,
Devonshire Regt.

L

Lt. T. H. G. B. HORSFORD
West Yorkshire Regt.

Lieut. R. E. C. WEIGALL,
Sherwood Foresters.

Sec.-Lieut. C. H. CAMERON
Royal Horse Artillery.

Capt. WILFRED G. HOARE,
3rd Batt. Durham L.I.

Sec.-Lieut. J. T. BENETTDAMPIER, Cheshire Regt,

Sec -Lieut. J. O. G. BECKER,
East Surrey Regt.

Lieut. W. H. CLARKE,
Sec,-Lieut. W. R., COXON,
Sec.-Lt. H. A. HOSEGOOD
Worcestershire Regt.
3rd Batt. Sherwood Foresters.
5th Batt. Royal Fusiliers,
Portraits by Lafayette, Russell, Speaight, Elliott
Fry, Barnett, Heath, Laintrert Weston),

Capt. HUBERT B. DIXON,
Sherwood Foresters.

Lieut, G. O. B. LOOS,
Worcestershire Regt.

.-Lieut. GUY BARNETT,
Worcestershire Regt
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,`OUR DIARY OF THE W
Chronology of Events, March 24th to March 29th
MAR. 24.—Naval air raid on Antwerp. Five machines of the Naval
Wing operating from Dunkirk, flew to Hoboken, a southern
suburb of Antwerp, and bombarded the submarine building. Two
pilots had to return. owing to thick weather, a third descended in
Holland through engine trouble. The other pilots—SquadronCommander I. T. Courtney and Flight-Lieutenant H. Rosher—
dropped four bombs on the submarines. It is believed considerable damage was done to the works, which took fire, and to two of
the submarines.
A division of the Belgian Army made progress on the right bank
of the Yser. Another captured a German trench on the left bank
At liartmannsweilerkopi.
French captured a second line of
trenches.
In the Carpathians Russian troops seized several fortified
heights on the front between the roads leading to Bartfeld and
;
Uzsok 4,000 prisoners captured.
MAR. 25.—German submarine U29, sunk, with all hands. She was
commanded by the officer who sank the three Cressys, and had
distinguished herself as " the polite pirate."
Russians claim decisive success in the Carpathians, in the
Lupkov Pass ; 5,700 prisoners taken.
Artillery combat in Champagne, French repulsing three attacks.
German submarine L'28 sank Dutch steamer Medea off Beachy
Bead. The :Crew brought to Dover by the British destroyer
Teviot.
King George paid a visit to Harwich and inspected the naval
training establishment at Shotley, the training-ship Ganges, and
the fortress and harbour.
MAR. 26.—French air raid on Metz. Six airmen " bombed " Metz
station, the German airship sheds at Frescaty, and the barracks
east of Strassburg.
French carried and occupied a farm north of St. Georges, in
advance of their lines.
In the Carpathian;, on the front between Bartfeld and Ujolt

directions, Russians continue to advance successfully, although
enemy reinforced. In a bayonet fight for possession of height
No. 389, east of the village of Mlimarocz, three Austrian battalions
. destroyed.
MAR. 27.----Capture of Hartmannsweilerkopf. In Alsace, after an
energetic engagement lasting several days, French troops reached
the summit of this important mountain, which was taken from
Germans, at the same time advancing on the north-eastern and
south-eastern slopes of the hill, enemy abandoning important
material and leaving numerous dead on the field.
British liner Falaba torpedoed to the south of the St. George's
Channel by German submarine, and sank in ten minutes. About
14o survivors picked up ; 136 persons missing,
MAR. 28.—Black Sea Fleet bombarded the outside forts and batteries
of the Bosphorus, on both sides of the Straits.
MAR. 29.—Announced that General von Kluck, the commander of the
First German Army, has been slightly wounded by shrapnel.
At Les Eparges (east of the Meuse)- the Germans tried to retake
the trenches which they lost on the 27th inst ; but after a violent
engagement French gain, was maintained. Germans bombarded
Nieuport town and Nieuport butts.
The War against Drink. Mr. Lloyd George received a deputation, representative of the leading shipbuilding firms, who urged
total prohibition during the war of the sale of liquor, owing to the
injury done to the national interest through the excessive drinking
by those employed in dockyards and elsewhere. Mr. Lloyd George
replied that the output of war munitions was being seriously interfered with, and nothing but root-and-branch methods would be
of avail in dealing with the evil.
Great Battle on the Ice. Germans made prodigious efforts to
envelop Russian right wing on the ice of Lake Doussia. In two
instances, near the villages of Zebrziski and Weielitza, Russians
. developed counter-attack and annihilated Germans entirely.

GERMANY'S ARMY OF PRISONERS.—Russian prisoners captured by the Germans in the second battle in the Allasurian Lakes
district of East Prussia. They are here seen awaiting removal to Augustovo. The Germans claim that they captured 105,000
Russians in this battle, but Wolff is notoriously haphazard in his calculations for the consumption of the Fatherland.
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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

THE LAST PHASE.—Seldom has the camera expressed the
pathos co war with stronger appeal than in the picture reproduced
on this page. The lonely scout, on a reconnaissance over territory
tnfested with lurking foes, has paid the capital price of honour

I.

Ane4gert.,

and patriotism. While walking cautiously in front of his horse,
a well-aimed shot has laid him low across the deserted rail
track. In falling the soldier has retained the reins of his charger,
which stands by its prostrate master in nervous anticipation.

The War Illustrated, 17th April.
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Enormous Austrian transport automobile with wheels made to fit the Carpathian railways. A feature of Austria's part in the
European war has been her gigantic accessories, all of which have proved comparatively ineffective. For the Hapsburg realm
mammoth tools of war have only brought about colossal defeats.

THE BRAIN OF THE FIGHTING MAN
By Bart Kennedy

W

HETHER or not it is better for soldiers to be as
absolute machines when operating in the field,
is a matter to be considered most carefully. It
depends upon the kind of operations in which .they are
engaged. The trooper who forms one of the " point "
of a patrol—i.e., who is one of the two men who are in
advance of the main body of the patrol—must, if he is
to be effective, be alert and intelligent and used to making
decisions for himself. He must have the eyes and ears
of a poacher. His mind must be on the stretch through
the whole of the time. Though he is working with his
mate, he must depend altogether upon himself. He is,
So to speak, hiS own officer.
It his an odd statement to have to make, but the fact
is that there is such a thing as soldiers possessing too
much - courage. I mean that their bravery may be so
great that it takes away from their fighting value. This
was proved not very long ago at the front. The men
of a certain regiment would not obey the order to retire.
They would not turn their backs to the Germans. And,
in consequence, they were nearly wiped out.
It is difficult to make soldiers such as these understand
that there are times in the field when a retreat may be
as effective, for the purpose of winning, as an advance.
If a man is fighting a duel,• there are times when he must
give ground to his olDponent. It is the same way with an
army. And if the temperament of soldiers is such that
they refuse to realise this, it discounts their fighting value.
H.
Different races have different fighting qualities. The
Russians are wonderful men in trenches. They can perhaps
stand being shot over longer than any other soldiers. They
are slow and fatalistic, and accept all happenings as a
matter 'of course. • Months may pass, and they still will
be 'as they were. Defeats and victories are much the
same to them. They go on and on till they either overwhelm, or are themselves overwhelmed.
French soldiers are at the other end of the pole from
the Russians. They are quick and intelligent and full
of go and fire. It must not be forgotten that with French
troops Napoleon virtually conquered the whole of Europe.
Granted certain mental conditions, they are unequalled
for offensive operations. Like other soldiers they have,
of course, the defects of their qualities. The ideal soldier
would be one who possessed the Russian stubbornness,
the British steadiness, and the French dash, Such a
soldier does not exist.
Obviously the most effective army possible would be

one of mixed races whose military qualities complemented
one another. The Allies possess such an army.
And it is now facing- the might of Germany in the field.
Undoubtedly the German soldier is at his best when l:e
is trained as nearly as possible to be an absolute machine.
Bernhardi's ideal is that the German soldier should be
at once a machine and an individual. But this is not
possible. A machine cannot have individuality. A soldier
who is trained to depend utterly upon his superiors gets
into a set habit of mind that kills the power of initiative.
He is, therefore, practically helpless when his officers are
put out of action.
In this respect it is quite different in the British Army.
If the captain of a company is put out of action, the command devolves upon the first lieutenant. If he goes, the
second lieutenant is in command. After him the command
is transferred to the non-commissioned officers in accordance with their grades. If all the officers, commissioned
and non-commissioned, are put out of action, the command
is transferred to the oldest soldier. Thus, whatever
happens, the compny is never without its officer. In
addition to this, every soldier has a clear idea of the general
object that has to be attained. The general in command
gives out the order, which passes down through all the
grades of officers till it reaches the sergeants, who explain
it clearly to the men of their section. This system of
explanation converts, in a sense, the whole operating force
into a democracy, the .individuals of which co-operate
for the accomplishing of a definite end. And the system
is followed as closely as possible even in the unlooked-for
changes that come up during the battle. The generah•
mental effect of it upon the soldiers is to give them a sense
of responsibility and to make their minds alert.
Soldiers such as these are adapted for grappling with
the unexpected.
IV.
Let it be admitted. The German Army is the most
perfect fighting-machine the world has known. But the
fact that it is a machine is as the spot in the heel of Achilles.
A perfect machine can only properly perform its functions'
under perfect conditions. If it is to attain to the fullness
of its power of accomplishment,' things must be just so.
In fact, its very perfection gives to it a certain vulner-,
ability. It is easier put out of gear than a machine that
is more simple and has less power.
The Germans had made a perfect plan of campaign.1
They had mapped out with exactitude every foot of the
(Continued on page 190.)

New Heroes of the Distinguished Conduct Med

Lance-Corporal J. SMITH. 2nd Batt. South Staffs
Regt., who has earned the D.C.M. for taking a
message over six hundred yards of fire-swept
ground on which there was not an atom of cover.

Lance-Corporal A. E. SETON, 9th
Lancers, who has gained the D.C.M.
for remaining in action with his
machine-gun, after his squadron had
retired, until the Germans were
within twenty yards of him.

Sergeant ROBERT THIRD. 1st Gordon Highlanders, awarded the D.C.M. for carrying
fourteen wounded men off the field in face of
a withering machine-gun fire.

Engineer ROBERT GRAY has been
honoured with the D.C.M. for his
services in the minefields off the
East Coast. He ,:ept his station in
heavy weather, standing by the s.s.
Gallier after she had been mined.

Private W. DUNSTER 1st Devon Regt., who has
been honoured with the D.C.M. for diverse acts
sf gallantry and devotion to duty on the field
of battle.

Corporal W. ANDERSON. 48th Battery Royal
Field Artillery (Indian Expeditionary Forte),
who received the Distinguished Conduct Medal
for extreme bravery while in action.

Bandsman A. W. SHARPE, 2nd
Norfolk Regt. (Indian Expeditionary
Force), awarded the D.C.M. for
rescuing a wounded officer under
heavy shell and machine-gun, fire
at Bussa.

Acting-Corporal J. ENTICOTT, 3rd King's
Own Hussars, who gained his D.C.M, for conspicuous bravery in remaining in a most dangerous 1)05i tinn to gain imnortant information.

Comp. - Quartermaster-Sergeant J.
W. CROUCH, 1st Northumberland
Fusiliers, who earned the D.C.M.
by saving a critical situation. He
repaired a damaged machine-gun
under fire and brought it into action.

Private H. G. F. MEAD, 4th Middlesex Regt.,
lost his life while winning the D.C.M. This hero
resc'red a wounded comrade who was tying
helpless near the German lines,
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This is what they say, but the fact remains that the
greatest war the world has known is raging here in Europe
now. And the fact also remains that if Great Britain
were unable to fight she would go under.
Say what one will, the fighting man is the man upon
whom the existence of Great Britain now depends.
VI.

Orientalised German professor. Dr. Jungels, chief of the
Turkish medical staff. The Huns can easily adapt them—
selves to any nationality or religion—in their own interests.

That the political aspect of affairs should appeal to
the soldier when he is fighting in the field is more than
doubtful. The stern work in which he is engaged will
drive all else from his mind.
Before the soldier goes into the field the causes that
have brought the war will naturally enough engage his
attention. But afterwards the work at hand drives
what is, in effect, non-essential from his thoughts.
It is difficult for a soldier to be fervidly patriotic when
he is lying on the battlefield suffering from a wound in
the stomach. Indeed, fervid patriotism is as bad for a
soldier as anger would be for a pugilist who was fighting
in the ring. The soldier gives it a wide berth. He is
cool and self-possessed, and does not bother his head as
to the righteousness, or otherwise, of the cause for which
he is fighting. If he were unable to get into this mental
state he would not be a _good soldier.
The- soldier learns things in actual battle that it is utterly
impossible for a man to learn in any other way. The
human- imagination cannot realise the full import of certain
vital experiences if it does not know of them at first-hand.
- The soldier learns to respect the men against whom
he is fighting. For they are as he is. . They are staking
their lives in the game. And such men deserve respect, it
matters not on what side they may be. - Taking them in the great mass, • there is about soldiers
a magnanimity induced by the dreadful splendour of the
game in which they are engaged. Cruelty is usually the
attribute of the non-combatant.
We may not always live in a fighting world. The soldier
may pass. He may becoMe extinct.
But it is cpnceivable that a much worse man might
take his place.

THE BRAIN OF THE FIGHTING MAN ( c°p",t,';'nkry°'
territory they intended to invade. They even went to
the length of having concrete emplacements made for their
duns in or near the great cities they intended to occupy.
Their spy system was so effective that the countries
they intended to vanquish were to them as open books.
They provided for absolutely all contingencies save one.
The unexpected !
That they were unable to provide for this is not to
be put against them.
For the Germans, with all their power and their prescience,
are but human, after all.
V.
The soldier is often blamed because he sometimes gives
expression to the feeling that his profession is the most
important of all professions. But in fairness to the soldier
of British nationality it must be admitted that he very
rarely indeed gives offensive expression to this feeling.
Whether he be a soldier of the sea or a soldier of the land,
he is generally one who can be got along with.
Soldiers of all kinds, and of all nationalities, and of
all times, have felt the vital importance of their profession
to the existence of the State. And quite naturally. The
world has always been more or less in a state of war, and
the country whose soldiers could not protect it has invariably
gone under. This being so, it is only hUman that soldiers
should form a high estimate of themselves. More is asked
from them than from the men of any other profession.
They .must be ready at all times to give their lives so that
their country shall endure.
A country may be great in art and literature and science,
but if it is not also great in its fighting power it will cease
to exist. This is a truism, but it is a truism that cannot
be too often repeated. For we have here in Britain
dangerous people who either will not or cannot face the
fact that we live in a world of war. TheSe people say
place
a shattered effigy. Cheery
that war ought not to be, that it is obsolete, that it is andd Indianueso:tclieprIs
sol
s d iers fill t he space on a pedestal
unspeakably wicked, that even to prepare for it is wrong.
stricken town, caused by enemy shells.
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The Ingenuity of the French in War Devices
OUR French ally is certainly not behind us in
ingenious enterprise in fact, the numerous
new inventions and novel adaptations that have
conic into use in the French Army since the commencement of the-war would seem to place them
ahead of us in this one respect ; and ahead, also,
of the Germans, despite the enemy's thorough
preparedness in all directions. The inventive
genius of the French mind is well known, and the
Government of the Republic is always ready to make
good use of suggestions for adapting or improving
the smallest detail. The new stretcher, for instance,
invented by a young lieutenant named Clerct, is a
simple idea, yet is ideal for the purpose of conk-eying wounded along the zig-zags of the French
trenches. The other ingenious devices illustrated
here, though apparently only of small moment, are
all wonderfully effective in their various spheres.

Simple adaptation of the conventional stretcher. Its value lies in being
easily portable in the intricate labyrinths of French trenches.

French Staff officers' car fitted with a special sharp knife-like
apparatus for cutting barbed wire.

The trench is considered the most effective defence conceived.
This one has been further strengthened by iron reinforcements.

Motor side-ambulance adopted by our Ally for rapid transport
of wounded. It carries two persons.

Ingenious two-storied observation post in the Argonne, cleverly
fortified with loos and sheets of iron.

The Sun never sets on Britain's Fighting Forces,

H.

Outpost of loyal citizens from the island Continent enjoying a
" spread " on an upturned pontoon in the sand. Along the
beaten track which skirts the adjacent Nile swarthy natives move
forward on their " ships of the desert " with true Oriental leisure.

The campaign against barbaric " Kultur " in the " Dark Continent." British troops entrenched behind sandbag defences hold the
Germans at bay. Inset : Native soldiers working a well—concealed machine—gun in the trenches of the East African Rifles.
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Far- ung Episodes in Freedom's World-wide War

Teetotalism on Egypt's sunny sands. Colonials refreshing themselves
with milk and Coda in the desert. Right : Scene on a British battleship during a shipment of shells.

Tommy's adaptability is proverbial. Here is he seen cutting up timber
with the aid of a circular-saw worked by the wheel of a motor-ambulance,

" Jack " on leave makes friends very rapidly. During a
full in the Dardanelles operations he impresses the
natives favourably with his cheery personality.

Dinner-party arrives at the Savoy Hotel," in Northern France, Guests
are arriving, apparently bringing their own " tiffin," The little French boy
is peeling potatoes with hungry concentration.

The War Illustrated, lith April, 1915
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British Officers on Leave in our Allies' Capital

Well—known British aviators in Paris on a few days' leave. Lieuts. Isaacs
and Marix leaving the Ritz Hotel for a reconnaissance on terra firma.

PARIS, known before the war as " La Ville
Lumiere," the cynosure of pleasure, art, and
fashion, the most enlightened centre of the
Occident, is now a sort of anteroom of the war,
where the only " lumiere" is the blinding glare
of searchlights, and the only visitors stray
uniformed allies on leave from the front. The
change that has come over the Gallic temperament since August, 194, is quite one of the
most interesting features of the European
struggle. It is because the whole French nation
is fighting—every individual man, woman, and
child is vitally concerned in the cause of France
against an enemy as powerful as he is ruthless—
that Paris has discarded the mask of frivolity,
and disclosed her true character to the world.
The Paris expression is not one of anxiety.
The capital knows that the Allies will win, but it
knows also exactly what sacrifices must be made
before the Prussian Eagle on the Alsace-Lorraine
frontier posts is replaced by the Tricolour. The
snapshots on this page were taken haphazard by
our representatives in the French capital.

Captain Valentine, British aviator, stationed at the Boulevard des Invalides,
giving orders to his chauffeur. On the left : An ugly souvenir for a pretty
Parisienne. French soldier presents a friend with a portion of a Zeppelin.

British officers on leave from the front passing through Paris on their way to
England. Lieut.—Col. Ponsonby (formerly private secretary to King Edward)
giving instructions to his secretary.

Lord Castlerosse, who is an officer in the Irish
Guards, poses for our photographer on the
Grands Boulevards.

Will they Ever b Good Friends Again ?

Too happy to want to escape. Contented German prisoners, glad to be out
of the firing-line, make friends with their French guard at a wayside station.

Working together with a good will. German prisoners and French captors
pushing a truck into a siding.

Preliminaries of a better understanding. German
prisoner gives his French guard a light.

Sons of the Fatherland in charge of a French soldier who is about to fill their pans with soup. Are the German and French
temperaments reconcilable? Despite all theories to the contrary, Frenchmen and Germans can, under certain circumstances, be friendly.

The War Illustrated, 17th April, 1915.
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With Hindenburg's Huns on the Eastern Front

Germans bringing in a Russian spy who, disguised as a peasant. , was Jewish priests passing through a Polish village before the German
captured while using a telephone within the German lines in Poland.
occupation. They are carrying their Talmuds with thern;

Definite proof of the Huns' abuse of the rules of war. German ghoul
actually caught in the act of robbing a fallen Russian. This snapshotwould
• not have reached England had the culprit seen it being taken.

Opeh—air granary along a strategic railway. Store of hour oestineo to help feed part of the Tsar's mighty Armies. Inset above s
Oerglan, barricade in Poland,.constructed of logs of wood. ,The officer is seerf,.with his field—glasses about to watoh for signs of
Rus-sian troopi. (The last three photographs are exclusive to "The War Illustrated.":

Scenes from t

Battle

Although the Germans have destroyed many bridges across the
Vistula, they have not prevented the Russians from crossing. A
number of soldiers are here seen being ferried with field kitchens.

e

n Poland

Germans guarding the ruins of a bridge they have wrecked an the
Vistula. This photograph was taken by a captured Russian
officer, who managed to escape the following tray.

Striking photograph from Poland. Three Germans entrenched.
The centre one was about to fire as this snapshot was taken.

Russian soldiers display the same cheery spirit that is shown by
our own men. The foremost figures are soldiers "made up " as
a bear—man, and " bear," who is about to dance. (Inset above) :

Remaining inhabitants of a Polish village watching the explosion
of a German shell in the distance. A Russian soldier is pointing
to the spot where the shrapnel is bursting,

Tht, War Illustratcd, 17th April, 1915
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Triumphant Russians forcing Carpathian Passes

Russia is fiercely determined to bring Austria to the knee as munications. Great battles have taken piece in the mountain
speedily as possible. Less than a fortnight after the fall of regions, and the important victory in the centre of the zone of
Przemysl the Austrians sent to relieve the fortress had been
conflict—the capture of the Rostok Pass—enabled the Tsar's
driven across the Carpathian Mountains and forced to retreat troops to advance south, and provided an opportunity fOr them
many miles, with the victorious Russians harrying their corn- to form a wide front on Hungarian territory.
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A Stirring Feat of Mountain Warfare
•;e-A4I4

The capture by the French Of the Hartmannsweilerkopf is one
Of the finest achievements of the mountain warfare. From the
middle of January to the last day of March the height was con—
tested stubbornly. Until the beginning of March the French,
handicapped by the fog which is common in the Vosges hills in

winter, were unable to oust the Germans, whose fire swept the
valleys, from their invisib:e fortresses. After a full month's
preparation, a great attack was launched. Alpine Chasseurs and
a regiment of infantry pressed furiously forward to the summit,
captup;ngtvenches and redoubts, until at last the crest was gained.
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The Tsar assures HimselfRussia's Progress

The Tsar of Russia giving important orders to the E at Major on the occasion of his Majesty's recent visit to his immense armies.
The " Little Father," as the Tsar is known throughout his Empire, is now one of the most popular of royalties.

the Germanic " humorists " are -still overW HILE
worked in the manufacture of vulgar cartoons.

purporting to represent the complete annihilation of
the forces of Grand Duke Nicholas, and the frustration of his strategic plans by the inimitable
Hindenburg, our Russian ally is making sure progress
towards the domination of the Eastern front.
The photographs on this page are evidence of
undoubted Russian progress. They both represent
desperate acts of destruction on the part of retreating
Teutonic forces. The inset on the left is remarkably
interesting. Frequently an army in precipitate
retreat is compelled to destroy war stores whose
transport would retard its progress, even if they be
essential food supplies, such as are Seen in the snapshot .

Scene of desolation in a town on the East Prussian frontier. The illustrating one of the most bitter ironies of war. The rocklike
debris was once an imposing railway—station. This, together with substance is in reality the cinders of thousands of sacks of flour
the supply depots, was destroyed by the Germans in a retreat burnt by the Austrians at Suwalki as an alternative to leaving them
from the Russian forces.
Inset ; Remarkable photographs a prize to the victorious Russians following close on their heels.

Comedy and Tragedy with the Germans in France

'This photograph was taken in a village near Soissons, the scene of so much heavy fighting. The Germans are anxious to appear
friendly to the few remaining inhabitants. Doubtless they will circulate this picture in an attempt to refute charges of barbarity.
On the right : Germans posing for their portraits in one of their trenches near Rheims.

—
The'grini- Ira-r.veSt gleaned -by a- single French
These Ginclians were pulling tfictzteansliort cart againit which thewt -bonies are
seen postured, when they -were located by the gunners of a " 75." A single Well—placed shell took death to everyone of them.
Inset ; Well—carved cross erected by a few (camera) reverent Germane to " Brave French Soldiers " they have buried,
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Petrol the Life-blood of an Army on the Move

Belgian soldiers unloading petrol from a supply train. Everything in modern war may be said to depend on this precious splrit—the
transport of food, of ammunition, of wounded, and of even an army Itself where rapid movement is essential.

Belgian soldiers filling petrol cans for use of aeroplanes from the tank of a
supply train at a frontier station,

Belgian soldiers cleaning and repairing an aeroplane
motor in the petrol train.

Unloading large tin cans of petrol for consumption
by our ally's aeroplanes.

A feature of the Belgian Army. Fleet of petrol—driven cars which go out
daily on sniping excursions, causing the Germans considerable trouble.

Thc War illustrated, 17th April, 1915.
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Our Army Service Corps at Work in France

Some members of the corps, which is the " universal provider " of the Army, taking stock of supplies in a town behind the firing-line.
The British Army Service Corps, for efficiency, is one of the most wonderful transport and supply departments in military history.

4,41- ?-4.1.4.'1.i'AZ•41ge

Bringing up a tank of water. The huge responsibility of keeping the army supplied with everything from a battery of guns to a
side of bacon devolves upon the Quartermaster-General, Major-General Sfr John Cowan, whose organising skill is beyond all praise.

Army Service men unloading sacks of provender at a base. Mechanical transport has been a great boon to the soldier in the field.
With the aid of ouick train service to the railhead and motor-lorries, a sunpir of fresh facd is noorantoed over an unlimited area.
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BY
By F. A. McKenzie, "Daily Mail" War Correspondent
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In the end, a small incident, suppressed officially, grows
by gossip to a tale of crushing loss and cruel disaster. It
is better to tell the real facts right away.
The March forward movement did not go so far as was
expected on the British side, but generally the story of
the Allies east and west is one of progress. The French
offensive between the Meuse and the Moselle immediately
threatens the German advanced position at St. Mihiel.
It gives, further, an indication of French intentions in the
immediate future. This offensive is the necessary preliminary to a French attempt to advance north-eastwards
in the direction of Luxemburg.
France wants to do her fighting in German territory.
The way there lies north of Metz, along the banks of the
Moselle. It is too early yet to discuss the strength of Metz—
one of the most splendidly fortified positions in the world—
the resistance it can offer, and the possibility of containing
and capturing it. That, however, may be a leading issue
in the immediate future.
Meanwhile, one fact has to be kept in mind all the time.
The real military difficulties of the Allies on the western
side will not begin until they have driven the German
armies back into their own territory, and until the invasion of Germany is attempted.
Down the Carpathians
The position of the Russians in the Carpathians is
steadily improving. The long fight with the pick of the
Austrian armies has turned in their favour. They have
captured pass after pass, and at sonic points they are
driving the Austrians down the mountain slopes into
Hungary. They are on the edge of the great Hungarian
Plain, with Budapest before them. Since the fall of
Przemysl the Russian pressure in the south has been
steady, growing, and irresistible.
I do not join in the sneers at the Austrians. They have
fought better than many of us expected. Theirs is an
Empire of many races, with often divided sympathies and
mutually unintelligible speech. Its people have been
caught in the web of the ambitions of their more resolute
neighbour, and find themselves overwhelmed in what is,
to many of them, an unwanted war.
They have done all that honour has required of thcm.
Now that Russia holds the gates of Hungary, their position
is going to be a very difficult one.
Germany cannot see Hungary invaded without making
some effort to help her neighbour. A counter-stroke at
the Russian lines farther north will not be sufficient. GerLancashire
. Territorial Engineers at work in Egypt. The
man troops will have to be poured into Hungary to check
" Terriers" have been in training on the hot sands or the desert.
the flood. Many of these troops must be drawn from the
nation of Europe. Who laughs at him now ? Our bitterest German western front. Then it is that the Allies will
enemies admit to-day that lie is one of their most dangerous have their chance to strike in on to the weakened German
foes.
lines along France and Belgium.
The public are uneasy because they believe they are not
What will Holland Do?
being told the whole truth in the official despatches. This
The
people
at
home
who
are
complaining
so greatly that
uneasiness has grown to a marked extent since fuller details
of the fighting around Neuye Chapelle have been allowed nothing is happening ought to keep their eyes on the east
to transpire, and since the casualty lists have told their and the south. Obviously we will make our main attack
message. No one doubts but that the officials who handle at the best moment, and the best moment will be when the
the news from the front are actuated by the best of motives. Germans are busiest elsewhere. Another point requires
They are attempting, however, an impossible, unnecessary, bearing in mind. Many Germans are to-day regarding
Holland_ with growin,apprehension. In the old days
and harmful task.
they made no secret of°their determination to take Holland
Trust the People! Tell all the Truth!
when they want it. The Dutch remember their old talk,
-Trust the people ! Let them know the real truth and and Holland has its little Army ready for any eventuality.
the whole truth, save when it would directly and obviously
If Holland is forced into the war, she will be forced into
injure military operations to have facts known. This it on onr side. I do not wonder that the Dutch people,
would be the simplest and wisest policy. Unfortunately, with the dreadful picture of the fate of the Belgian neigheverything points to the policy of naval and military bour confronting them, have striven as long as possible
secrecy growing. The result of the present methods is to observe neutrality. Germany may make it impossible
that rumour takes the place of reasoned statement.
for tins neutrality to be permanently maintained. This
It is easy to cut out a reference to sonic unfavourable will simplify the war for us as nothing else could do, and
incident from a report of a battle. It is impossible to
open the very heart of industrial Germany—Essen and
silence the hundreds and thousands of men who know its surroundings—to our attack. Some things seem too
iibout it. Every wounded soldier returns home with the good to be true, but occasionally even the unexpectedly
tale on his lips. Leer man c.n leave hint.=, it to his friends. good does happen.

EOPLE arc in a somewhat sombre mood. The wave
of high spirits and confident anticipation caused by
the first news of Neuve Chapelle have been followed
by a reaction. The casualty lists came as a shock ; and
the stories and rumours that followed them added to the
public uneasiness. Men arc disappointed at the sustained
pause over the Dardanelles, inevitable as that is. A careful veil is drawn over events at sea, and little or nothing
can be said in print of the splendours and triumphs of the
anti-submarine war. All this is having its effect on the
public temper. Above all, men are tired of the pauses,
the uncertainties, and the long delays of the war.
" What does it matter what the public feel ? 'some
impatient fighting man may ask. " Let them worry their
little hearts if they want to. We are not going to win out
on people's feelings." But it does matter what people
_feel, and feelings may ultimately very materially affect
the issue. It is just like us as a nation that, at the very
moment when our spirits might well be rising, we are
suddenly tinged with pessimism.
How. America Estimates our Chances
" At the beginning of the war the betting in New York
was three to one on Germany;" a prominent American told
Me a few days ago. " To-day, it is three to one that
Great Britain will win." The Americans form their judgment ont what has- happened. Eight months ago the British
soldier was the subject for laughter in every great military
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Our Wheeled Warriors : Cyclists in Training

Cyclist battalions are playing a great part in the war, and there are thousands of these warriors on wheels in training. A member
of the 2nd Battalion 25th London Cyclist Corps (Reserve) sniping from the entrance to a village.

An outpost position. The machines are screened from aerial obser—
vation with straw. Men of the 9th Hants Cyclists is training.

Cycles as entanglements and barricades. Men of the 9th Hants Cyclists practising a method of stepping cavalry or armoured
motor—cars by piling up their machines. Inset : Bivouac atter a mimic battle in preparation for the front. Men of the 25th London
Cyclist Corps resting during training manoeuvres. Two non—corns. are studying a map.
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WAR BY SE

By Commander Carlyon BeHairs, R.N., M.P.
HE last occasion on which I dealt at length with the and as against the allied warships there has been
submarine war against commerce was in an article a dwindling number of successes; so that while ten have
appearing in THE \VAR IL LUS T RATED, February i3th, fallen victims, they all belong to a period earlier than the
The suggestions then made appear to have been vindicated. submarine blockade. The majority belong to the first
\-e are gradually pursuing a more vigorous hunt and three months of the war, and owed their successful attack
afrying through operations against the submarine bases to the trick of sheltering under a vessel flying a neutral
and sources of supply. In this Nvork our airmen are hearing flag. In no single instance were the victims defended by
a conspicuous part, and if we had a greater supply even high speed or by destroyers.
would be done of the same character as the destruction
The German war theory was that while their own ships
-o submarines at Antwerp and the various raids at remained under the protection of fortifications, mines, and
brit gge.
booms, with suspended nets, the British ships Would become
\lien the interview with Von Tirpitz appeared, in which the victims of mines and submarines at sea.
he announced the new policy, 1 pointed out that merchant
The theory ignores the fact that the only object of a
shins could often escape by pursuing a zigzag course at fleet is to fight. If our own Fleet can render its position
their highest speed, and should not surrender too easily. in harbour inaccessible to submarines, and at the same
I would instance, as a splendid example of mercantile time the harbour occupies a strategical position froM which
seamanship, the case . of the small thirteen-knot steamer our Fleet can bring the enemy to action if he should proceed
Vosges, which for two hours was chased by a submarine to sea, then the purposes of war are achieved.
and fired at nearly all the time. If only she had possessed
It is still possible to practise from -this position with the
a gun ! We read in another case of a submarine firing great armoured ships at anchor the tactics of highly mobile,
three torpedoes at a stationary ship, after the crew had left, small outlying craft, described in THE WAR ILLUSTRATED,
before she sank her from a range of one 'hundred yards.
February z7th.. In other words, the refusal to employ any
weapon but the submarine eases the strain of preparation.
Submarine Blockade to Allies' Advantage
It also increases our margin for battle.
If the threat of It was also suggested that some merchant ships should war is so constant that the Fleet has to keep the sea, then
be armed and they should proceed two or three in company, twenty-five per cent. of the Dreadnoughts at any given
with a view to ramming the submarine. We have not et moment will be away refitting, etc.
heard of a. case of a submarine successfully tackling an
War on Commerce Releases Naval Tension
armed merchant ship, nor of its attacking where two or
three are in company. Of course, they can do so, but it is
In that case, our margin of superiority on the clay of
evident that they prefer to take no avoidable risks.
battle is only twenty-five per cent. in the number of DreadNothing can get over the fact that in a period of noughts for our work, with a total margin of fifty per cent.
five weeks, during which the _submarine war on commerce If, on the other hand, the threat ceases, and we -have only
as in operation, while 7,4o1 vessels entered and departed to consider submarine war against commerce, then all
trom our ports, only twenty-two were destroyed by sub- the Dreadnoughts, except- those undergoing the half-yearly
marines, while the submarines were being picked off at a cleaning of ships' bottoms and. refits—a process which the
rate greater than one a week.
German ships have to go through as well, and on which
It is impossible to feel satisfied with defence arrangements we are just as likely to -be informed by spies—will be availwhich have enabled German submarines to operate against able for a sudden call. Our superiority will therefore be
commerce on repeated occasions within a few miles of fifty per cent. in numbers instead of half as much. This
such an important rounding point as Beachy Head.
is an advantage we have very seldom enjoyed. All our
In nearly every case the submarine has acted as a surface great naval leaders have had to reckon with depletion
boat for an appreciable interval of time, and there does not of their force through n2cessities of refitting and replenishappear to have been any sort of anti-submarine craft ing with stores and water.
within miles of the spot, The diversion of submarines to
For instance, Hawke's fleet fought on October 34th,
the attack of commerce, instead of prosecuting a military 1747, with only fourteen out of his full strength of twentycampaign against warships and transports, is an absolute five ships of the line.
gain to the cause of the Allies.
It is, however, not merely the case that our Fleet's
The justification of Germany's cruiser effort against our offensive power has been strengthened by recent German
commerce, which came to an end with the sinking of the policy, but the enemy's defensive power has been weakened.
Dresden, was not so much the damage and loss of prestige -Germany's great fear is a descent either on the coasts of
inflicted as that it produced an immense dispersion of our Flanders or Schleswig, - and the cheapest defence against
cruiser power in the endeavour to put a stop to the raids such a risk lies in a flotilla of submarines.
on commerce. This is not the case with the submarine
If these are scattered to the Scilly Islands, St. Alban's
operations, for they are on our coast where the anti-sub- Head, St. Catherine's Point, and about the North Sea, then
marine craft would he patrolling in any circumstances. they are not available as a defence against such a risk,
Therefore, there is no military reason for the action of the and the lines against joffre or the Russian Grand Duke
German Government, and the new phase of the submarine must pay the price in sacrificing men and guns for such an
war is significant as a very palpable confession of failure, event. All this has been done for a mere bagatelle to
The submarines have failed entirely against the transports, minister to the clouded judgment of hate.
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When wilt hey be the quarters of h allied troops ? Turkish barracks, Constantinople, as seen from the Bosphorus.

Gaol-bird life for Patriotic Aliens in Germany

interior of the hospital ward at Doeberitz, Germany's principal prisoner camp. A wounded Russian soldier in one of the crude,
wooden beds is being examined by a German doctor, who, with a staff of dressers, is making his daily rounds.

Post—office in prisoners' camp at Doeberitz. A paymaster and
his assistants are making up their accounts.

Drastic measures are taken with the clothing of the captives at
Guben camp. Everything, including boots, is baked in an oven.

The dispensary at Guben. Germany's prisoner population amounts to several hundred thousands. With food so scarce in the
Fatherland, their lot is not enviable, especially that of the hated British and their comfort is not considered.

By C. G. Grey, Editor of " The Aeroplane'
There- is, however, the possibility that the Germans are
VERY now and then the official communiques, both
French and British, summarise the military situation deliberately husbanding their resources, and are ;storing up,
in the brief phrase that " there is nothing to report," aeroplanes and pilots with the intention either of "Making a
and the uninformed reader may, perhaps, conjure up in big raid in force on the British coast or of simply smashing:
his mind a vision of idle soldiers standing around with their the R.F.C. out of the air by weight of numbers, when the
hands in their pockets, and-T as concerns the Royal Flying German Army makes its laSt great attempt to force our
Corps—aeroplanes sitting quietly on the ground while Army into the sea and the French Army back behind Paris.:
the R.F.C. air mechanics do odd repair jobs for which time I say " last attempt " advisedly, for that will probably be
the end of Germany's strength.
could not be soared in the heat of action.
Fortunately a recent despatch pointed out that " although
Our Army's "Gnardian Angels"
no communiques have been sent since March 22nd, owing
However, while the Army rests, the R.F.C. does the
to lack of any incidents worthy of special mention, vet
individual activities have been of daily and nightly occur- guardian angel business up above, chasing away the German.
rence along the whole front." As to what that precisely aircraft which would disturb its slumbers, and watching
means where horse, foot, and guns are concerned, it is not carefully for any surprise movement of German troops
my place to explain, but as regards the R.F.C. it means a massing for an attack, and the daily routine of the R.F.C.
great deal. For; in fact, when one of these periods of calm officer is fairly strenuous accordingly.
set in along our particular section of the fighting-line, the
As a general rule it means that most of them have to be up
R.F.C. says to itself, " Our busy season is now commencing.'' before dawn, so as to get a certain number of aeroplanes into
the air at daybreak, for that is a favourite time for attack,
The Daily Routine
Calm along the fighting-line generally means that some- either by land or air. The first lot go off, fly for between two'
thing of importance is going on behind it. Big move- and three hours, and, as they are returning, off go another"
ments of troops are taking place, preparatory to a vigorous lot; and so the game goes on till dark. Each pilot and the
assault at some other point, and fresh stores of ammunition observer with whom he habitually works has a regular
are being brOught up to replace that fired away in the last round to cover, as clearly defined as a policeman's beat.,.
action. War-worn troops arc being Moved to the rear to Situated where the British Army is at present, the country
Test, and fresh formations or rested troops are being sent over which they have to fly is very much like the Black
forward to replace them. All these movements have to be Country between Birmingham, Wolverha.mpton„ and
,watched by the air scouts, if anything more closely than Wednesbury, or say the East End of London between Romwhile a general action is in progress, for while a big fight is ford and Stratford. Scrubby fields, stunted trees, miles on
on troops are poured up to the fighting-line in big numbers, miles of streets Which are really strings of villages joining up
and are easily seen ; whereas, during the period of calm, to one another, factories, brickfields, and so forth. The very
there is time to take some care to conceal their movements. worst possible country to flyover, and as had as anything,
Therefore the R.F.C. has to be more alert than ever to except thick forest, for the observation of troops, for in open
see what is going on behind the German lines, and the country troops can be seen even when at rest, but -here-then
German aeroplane pilots are equally busy behind our lines are inside houses except: when actually moving.
—that is, whenever they can manage to get past our air
Difficult Country for Aerial Work
patrols and anti-aircraft guns.
f an engine stops, by accident or because it is hit, and the
The Bomb-Droppers' Turn
Those who read the papers carefully may have noticed aeroplane has to come down, there is an excellent chance of
that when a really big fight, like that at Neuve Chapelle, is in being smashed in a brickfield or clay hole for lack of a decent
progress we hear nothing of bombs being dropped on the field in which to land, so that still further danger is added
small towns and villages behind our lines, for the good and to that of being shot in the air.
Nevertheless, the daily patrol has to go on, and-the pilots
sufficient reason that the German aviators are much too
busy watching our troops, especially our movements of and observers get to know every street and every little
wayside : station
on
guns, near the firing-line.
their beat --- only in
It is when the fierce
plan view—as well asfighting leas died down
they know their own
that the German bombfront doors at home.
droppers turn their
Thus they are able to
attention to the villages,
spot at once any alterawell out of artillery
tion in the aspect Of the
ange, where they kn-ow
places: A brickfield sudour troops . are resting,
denly changes to a fort,
partly with the simple
a 'row of mean little
idea of annoying the
houses disappears, new
men in their billets, and
lines of rails appear as
partly to try and bring
sidings at a little station
them out into the
—some movement is instreets, so as to form
tended at that, point,
some estimate of their
and is duly reported,
numbers.
and more carefully
Of late this kind of
watched than ever. nuisance has been conMeantime calm reigns
siderably abated
along- the front, except
chiefly, I believe, bethat the big guns keep
cause the Gerthan pilots
on booming, the snipers
have such a wholesome
keep on sniping, and
respect for our fast little
the eternal aeroplanes
scouts, which chase them
sweep overhead. But
whenever they appear,
still we are told that
and, being much faster
Novel method of "snapping" the enemy in his trenches. French soldiers
" there is nothing to
than the Germans, cut
about to photograph the German position from above with a camera
report."
them off;
attached to a kite, At the requisite height the camera is worked by a wire.
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Britain's Roll o Honoured Dead

Lieut.-Col. F. FARQUHAR,
D.S.O., Princess Patricia's
L.I. (Coldstream Guards.)

Capt. I. MACPHERSON,
Cameron Highlanders.

Capt. R. Y. SIDEBOTTOM,
Lancashire Fusiliers.

Capt. A. P RI SMAL L,
Princess Louise's Reusing.,
ton Batt. London Regt.

Capt. THOMAS LAURENCE Capt. R. McG. BOWEN- Lieut. D. BELL-IRVING, Capt. JAMES ARCHIBALD
FROST, Cheshire Regiment. COLTHURST, Prince of 2nd Field Company, Cana- LOCHNELL CAMPBELL,
Wales's Leinster Regiment.
dian Engineers.
A. and S. Highlanders.

Lieut. THOS. P. FILCHER,
2nd Batt. Rifle Brigade,

L

Com. RUDOLF H. C. VERNER, H.M.S. Inflexible.

ieutenant-Colonel Francis D. Farquhar, D.S.O., was 01 command of Princess Patricia's
Canadian Light Infantry (Coldstream Guards). He died a noble death at the
head of his troops. He joined his battalion from the Duke of Connaught's Stall. on
which he was serving as Military Secretary. At one time he was employed at the War
Office as a General Staff Officer, In South Africa he served as an aide-de-camp, and
he was in Somaliland on special service. Colonel Farquhar married Lady Evelyn HelyHutchinson, a sister of the sixth Earl of Donoughmore.
Captain James Archibald Lochnell Campbell, Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders,
received his commission in 1900 ; he became a captain in 1910. From 190:3 to 1912 he
was employed with the West African Frontier Force, and in 1912 was appointed as
adjutant of Territorials. In the South African War he acted as Station Staff Officer,
and held the two Medals with five clasps,
Lieutenant Thomas Percy Pitcher, 2nd Battalion Rifle Brigade, was killed whilst
leading his platoon in an assault on the German trenches at .Neuve Chapelle on March
12th. He was the son of Major-General T. D. Pilcher, C.B.
Second-Lieutenant the Hon. Howard Carew Stonor, 2nd Battalion South Staffordshire
Regiment, was killed in action at Givenchy, "whilst leading his men most gallantly "
in an attack on the German trenches. He was the youngest son of Jessie Lady Camoys,
and of the fourth Lord Camoys. He was in his twenty-second year, and joined at the
beginning of the war.

Sec.-Lieut. C. H. B. MAC- Sec.-Lieut. H. G. NESBIT,
The Buffs (East Kent Regt.).
DONALD, R.F.A.

Sec.-Lieut. H. H. CARDEN,
Wiltshire Regiment.

Lieut. H. W. ETHELSTON,
Grenadier Guarts.

Lieut. E. C. COLCHESTER,
H.M.S. Irresistible.

Lieut.-Col. G. B. LAURIE, Lieut. T. S. L U K I S,
Royal Irish Rifles.
13th London Regt.

Sec.-Lieut.
BRENDAN Sec.-Limit. W. B. MAC- Sec.-Lt. the Hon. HOWARD Sec.-Lieut. V. HERBERT
JOSEPH FOTTRELL, Royal FARLANE, 2nd
Batt. CAREW STONOR, 2nd Batt.
SMITH, Rifle Brigade.
Irish Regiment.
Middlesex Regiment.
South Staffs Regt.
Prrtraits by Elliott a: Fry, Chancellor, Lafayette, Swaine, Russell, Death, Lambert Weston, Vol L'Estrcome,

BUR DIARY OF THE W
Chronology of Events, March 30th to April 8th
1H R, 3o.—home Secretary appoints a Committee to consider the conditions of retail trade which can best secure that the further enlistment
of men, or their employment in other national services, may not
.interfere with the necessary operations of that trade.
French official communique states that 700 German bodies
have been counted on the scene of the fighting in the HartmatmsWeilerltopf.
Announced that Russian actions in the Carpathians, between
points leading to Bartfeld and the Ujok Pass are developing
•with perfect success.
General Hughes, the Canadian Minister for Defence. announced
in Parliament that the Government prepared to keep fah000
Canadian troops in the firing-line throughout the war, if necessary.
Al Au 3/—German submarine U28 sinks British steamers Flat ainiait
and Crown of Castille. In neither case was -there loss of British
lives.
War against Drink. King George's letter to Mr. Lloyd George
expresses his " deepest concern " at " the grave situation" now
existing in our armament factories published, The King added
that, if it is deemed advisable, he is prepared to set the example
ht giving up all alcholic liquor himself and issuing-orders against
its consumption in the Royal Household.
French airmen successfully bombarded the maritime station
of Bruges and the aviation camp of Gibe.
Russia reports continued offensive against Austrians in
Carpathians, numerous prisoners and guns taken.
Official note issued in Petrograd says that during the period
from March 20 to March 29, the Russians in the Carpathians, in
the sector occupied by three army corn., took prisoners 202
officers, 8 surgeons, and 16,207 rank and file, and captured
6a machine-guns and to guns.
Arnim. to—Moonlight Raids by British Airmen. Flight-Sub-Lieutenant
F. G. Andreae carried out successful air attack on the German
submarines which were being constructed at Hoboken, dropping
four bombs. Flight-Lieutenant J. P. Wilson attacked two
submarines at Zeebrugge. Both these officers started in the
moonlight.
Announced that Lord Kitchener has given instructions that
during the rest of the war alcoholic drink not to be used in his
household.
2.—Bulgarian Raid into Serbia. Bulgarian irregulars to the
number of 2,000, wearing military uniforms. suddenly attacked
Serbian blockhouse at Volondoya. Serbian frontier guards had
to fall back towards railway-station of Stroffinitza, a number, of
dead and wounded on both sides. The Government of Bulgaria
gave suitable explanation to Serbia.

APRIL 3.—Turkish cruiser Mejidich struck a mine near the Russian
coast and sank.
Union Forces seize Warmbad. the southern capital of German
South-West Africa.
Arrat, 4.—On the frontier, to the west of the Niemen., fighting developing greatly in favour of the Russians.
French progress in the Woevre continued, capture of the village
Regnicville reported.
Arrat. s.—Russian Black Sea Fleet fought action with the Goeben
and Breslau. Former ran away and action indecisive.
French take three lines of German trenches to south-east of St. Miluel.
Russian progress in the Carpathians. Heavy defeat of Austrian-4.
at Bartfekl, south of the Dukla Pass.
Reply of the United States Government to the British Note
regarding the Allies' reprisals against German trade puliiisheti
by Foreign Office. The reply on the whole is friendly in tone,
and acknowledges that the new conditions of war may have
necessitated great changes in the meths ls Of blockades,
Announced that the King- has decided no alcoholic liquor shall
be consumed in any of his Majesty's households during the war.
Actin, 6.—British Mine a Trench. Sir John French reports the
successful explosion of a mine under the German trenches near
La 13assee.
French report that recent success in the Bois d'Ailly (south-east
of St. Millie') enabled them to make prisoners and to seize a machinegun. Progress made in the Bois Brine, east of the Bois d'Ailly.
The ground gained north-east of Reguieville has been retained.
Russian progress in the Carpathians. All attempts of Austrians
to arrest Russian offensive in certain sectors of the Carpathian;
Iry counter-attacks failed. Great headway made in the regicia
of the Rostok Pass,
A rix tr, 7,—Great French Victory in the Meuse. On both sides of the
to
in their line east of the Meuse, near St. Milne', the French
made splendid progress. North-east of Verdun they, captured
two heights and two farms. South-cast of it they won ground
in the woods which have been the scene of so much fighting.
Austrians forced back across the main range of the Carpathian;,
and on a wide front forced to retreat twelve to fifteen erne-•.
Russians pouring men through the Rostok Pass and threatening
the communications of the Austrians in the Ujok.
Arum 8.—Another French Victory in the Meuse. By a night attack at
I es Eparges on the heights of the Meuse, French troops made
great progress, despite desperate resistance by the Germans, who
left over i,000 dead on the field. Not one man out of 350 who
advanced beyond the enemy's lines escaped the French guns.

THE TEETH OF THE BRITISH BULLDOG.—The guns of the Grand Fleet are often alluded to as Britain's "teeth." This
remarkably striking photograph is of a British battleship firing a broadside in a recent naval action. The guns have just

"sooken "; the "bite " of the British bulldog has lust been felt by some of Britannia's enemies.
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AN HISTORIC MEETING.—In years to come this camera greatest epoch of her history, and General Joffre, the hope and
record, which shows a meeting on French soil of the two most glory of France in her grand struggle for life, face to face—
celebrated generalissimos of the western Allies, will have a truly an incident worthy of permanent pictorial record. On the
peculiar value, Lord Kitchener, who stands for Britain in this extreme right we see M. Mitterand, the French Minister of War.
(Photograph S,
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Lord Kitchener arriving at a station " somewhere in France " on his way to visit the French headquarters. Photograph by S. d'A.

THE EVEN-HANDED AMERICAN IN THE WAR
good, earnest, " unhyphenated " Americans must
A LLhave
smiled when they read the reported appeal
made to them 12y Pope Benedict. According to a GermanAmerican journalist, who obtained an interview with the
Soyereign Pontiff of the Roman Catholic • Church, the
Pope went so far as to suggest that the Americans should
stop the war by refusing to supply munitions. But
the appeal was made too late. The Americans fully
resolved last December that the war should be fought to
a finish. To this end they were most eager to prevent
Great Britain and France from using their superior naval
power to the disadvantage of Germany.
country once hoped that the British and French
O UR
Navies might be justifiably employed in saving
the lives of hundreds of thousands of the allied troops,
and bringing the war quickly to an end. But the American,
anxious to show his neutrality by standing well Nyith both
contending parties, . objected to .any interference with his
right to-supply munitions to ,both camps. Being strictly
neutral, he was ready to sell. guns and shells to the Allies,
but at the same time he desired to maintain a traffic in
munitions with Germany. He wanted to be even-handed—
using both hands to fill Ins pcekets.
FOR several months past no gun, rifle, or howitzer
in the German or Austrian lines could have been
fired without the friendly help of the United States. - The
Germans needed a thousand tons of cotton every day
to make their smokeless powder. Their preliminary
provision of cotton bales was exhausted in the first months
of the war. It would have crippled them if they had had
to put up new machinery for transforming all the cotton
fabrics in Germany and 'Austria into the base for their
nitrated powder. Moreover, their available supply of
cotton fabrics would not have sufficed to maintain the
war for many months. The collection of a thousand
tons of cotton fabric a day would soon have denuded
the Teutonic peoples to the extreme point of decency
and health. The apostles of Kultur therefore had to get
hundreds of thousands of tons of fresh cotton bales in
order to continue their work of blowing up Rheims, Arras,
and Ypres, turning Northern France and Poland Into
unhoused wildernesses, and killing and wounding the
allied troops by the hundred thousands. The good
American of unhyphenated origin, the American of the
southern cotton plantations, kindly saw that the- Teuton
got what he wanted.
we began at last to think of attempting. to use
W HEN
our naval power more vigorously, we received a
sharp Note in regard to the way in which we were searching

ships- carrying American cargoes. The complaint against
us was nominally made in regard to our search for American
goods which had been declared contraband of war; but
the real intention was to daunt us from any attempt to
interfere with the cotton trade with Germany. - The
American shipping Note was indeed so sharp that it almost
seemed, at first, as if it would lead to the United States
following the example of Turkey, and taking up arms
for the support of the promoters of the new civilisation
in Belgium and Poland. But we did wrong to the American
in thinking 'that he was following the rescent. He was
only vigorously maintainie his new rights as a neutralist,
and fending off any interference with the supply of modern
gunpowder to Germany and Austria-Hungary. When
he had accomplished the end he had in view, his sudden
warlike feelings were appeased.
must be admitted that the true American is really
I T even-handed.
He has no desire to see the Allies
overcome for want of material which he is able to supply.
After he had supplied the Germans with a new store of
two hundred thousand tons of cotton, sufficient to make
powder to last them another half-year, the GermanAmerican League began to agitate fOr the stoppage of
the export of war material: The Fatherland - of the
hyphenated Yankees had - then obtained all the munitions,
it needed for six months: This was the reason for the
creation of the Neutrality League at Washington at the
beginning of the present year.

BUT

the real American resolutely continued to hold
the balance between the contending armies. Russia,
France, and Britain, wanted - fuoo,000,000 worth of
armaments and war stores, and, as the . most perfect of
neutralists, the American went on running his factories
for the Allies. It is said he sometimes charged the Russians
fifteen dollars for shells that could profitably have been
sold for six dollars. But no man, or country, is without
certain human weaknesses.
N any case, the American has served both sides well.
I Any slight irritation we might be inclined „to feel
in regard to his extreme sensitiveness about his cargoes
with open or secret German destinations is lost in an
intense admiration for his absolute even-handedness.
And then he has been so kind to the Belgians. Belgium
is like the poor-bqx by the chapel door. It helps the
perfect neutralist .to keep his conscience up to the Sunday
morning standard, after its sagging in the workaday
toil of the week.
Edward Wright.
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French Fort that still defies Germany's Big Guns

French gun in Fort de Troyon, which withstood
a terrific bombardment by hundreds of German 17 in, shells.

Wrecked

Impression of another ruined gun inside this fort, which is near
Verdun. It has been shattered almost beyond recognition.

The inferiority of enemy ammunition has been proved by the fact that many large shells
have failed to explode. This projectile, from a 12 in. gun, arrived in the fort intact.

Though Fort de Troyon has been subjected to continuous bombardment, soldiers still keep watch over the ruins. Its resistance in
the early weeks of the war played a great part in the Allies' victory of the Marne. Inset : Impression of a courtyard in the, fortress.
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By Miss MARIE CORELLI
Portrait
Miss Corehi

E hear a vast deal of talk
about the " Shirkers," but
not half enough about the
The public
" Workers."
emotionalism of the hour is apt to become rather more
hysterical than reasonable, and before we begin to groan
.and scream in the Press about the " unpatriotic " men
who strike for more pay in a time of national difficulty,
it might be wiser for us to consider the position dispassionately, not only from the Workers' point of view,
but also from that of the Shirkers. In sober earnest,
we, as a nation, are ourselves to blame for the Shirkers.
We have led them the example ; we have taught them
to " shirk." It is a verb oLour own making--" I shirk,
Thou shirtiest, He shirks; You shirk, We shirk, They
shirk." The long and splendid peace enjoyed in these
fortunate isles of Britain—a peace too little appreciated
or gratefully recognised—has created around us an
atmosphere of comfort and security which has, in its
turn, engendered personal selfishness. Like a fine fruit
kept too long in wadding, and beginning to deteriorate
into rotten pulp, so we have hardly shown ourselves
aware of anything going on outside our protective
wool. And we have deliberately encouraged our Workers
not to work, just as we have deliberately encouraged our
Shirkers to shirk. For many years the ethics drawn
from our particular form of civilisation have been those of
pure egoism and rank materialism,

And, with every respect for the Press, that vast power
for good or evil has, owing to financial demand and
necessity, evaded the throne it might easily have occupied
to mix with the vulgar push and scramble of the
world's " Vanity Fair." Where it might have guided,
or at least persuaded, the people to the best of all that
is in them, it has too frequently and voluntarily pandered to the worst, often without any necessity. By
this I mean that it is not actually incumbent upon the
world's Press to drag a Bernard Shaw to light, or persistently deify an Oscar Wilde ; and " sensational "
paragraphs concerning the lovers, dresses, and jewels
of the latest dancer or comedy actress are not exactly
the kind of food on which the brains of the million are
likely to thrive. Surely it should be possible for the
Press to inculcate wisdom without dullness, humour
without coarseness, wit without malice, and emotion
without hysteria ?
Thus balanced and strengthened, it, could do more,

'All our great publicists, our famous novelists, leaders of
thought, have been lending the weight of their pens in their
country's cause, and the influence of the written word is inestim—
able in helping the public to a sane view of the situation, in
inducing that spirit of quiet, resolute determination which
enables each one to perform his or her part, however humble, in
this epochal struggle against the brute forces of military
despotism and selfish national ambition.
But woman's share in the struggle is no less noteworthy than
man's, and we have not heard enough, perhaps, from the repre—
sentative women writers of our country on questions arising out
of the war. The Editor is glad therefore to be able to present
his readers with this stirring article by Miss Marie Corelli, who
deals in characteristically virile fashion with a subject on which
she is well qualified to write.

for the nation than Governments. But for many years
it has played on the gamut of selling quality " only,
and has, rightly or wrongly, concluded that to " sell '
it is necessary to sink to the lowest forms of thought.
I entirely disagree with this view, and believe that
even a non-intelligent public can, through such a daily,
one might say hourly, medium be accustomed to take
as keen an interest in noble and inspiring things as in
gross and debasing ones ; and where Workers and
Shirkers are concerned the potentiality of this educative
influence becomes a question of national importance.
What do the Workers and Shirkers read ? At the
present time it would seem they are both " fed up
with haphazard wedges of abuse. If the Workers
demand a little extra pay for extra long hours of very
strenuous labour, the newspapers teem with tirades on
their "unpatriotic" conduct.

If the Shirkers shirk everything out of weakness, uncertainty, and ignorance, they are driven into dark
corners of greater helplessness and doubt by something
very like sheer bullying, which merely intensifies the
" shirking " tendency. The Shirkers, looking on, see, as
they think, most of the game ; they observe that the
Workers get little or no credit for their work, even when
they are hard at it, and therefore for themselves they use
the Falstaffian argument—" Honour pricks me on—yes,
but how if honour prick me off when I come on ? "
Now, do such of us as " sit at home at ease," passing
swift judgment on the Workers, realise the nature of
the work they do in turning out munitions . of war ?
Of the all day, and sometimes all night, incessant
labour in the grimy, suffocating centres of iron and
steel manufactures of the hellish heat and glare of the
smelting fires—of the perpetual crash and roar of the
giant machinery in ears which, after all, are only ears
of flesh and blood and nerve ? Of the naturally intense
fatigue following on such prolonged effort ? And of
the need for stimulant of some sort to keep the flagging
energies going—stimuIant which is not sufficiently
provided for in the coarse meals sent to the men by
their wives in the " dinner hour "—meals containing
less sustenance than indigestion I That they rush for
their beer is a natural instinct and, provided it were
good beer, they would come to no halm by it. It is a
shame to brand whole communities of workmen with
the accusation of drunkenness, when they have only
(Cotittnz/ed on page 222)..
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A Josh into Action o Bringing up the Guns

The glorious pageantry associated with past wars and immortalised by romantic pictures and poems is seldom apparent
to-day. Science has robbed human strife of much of its
picturesqueness. There is one sight, however, which still stirs

the imagination and quickens the pulse—viz: the coming into
action of a heavy gun. Eight powerful horses are seen in this
photograph straining every nerve and muscle to bring a 47 in.
gun into position during recent training manoeuvres,

WORKERS AND " SHIRKERS "
Tw,
poisoned stuff to drink. I put my whole heart and
mind on this subject in a book of mine, entitled " Holy
Orders," published in 1908, from which I quote the
following passage
" It is not fair or just to the poor that they should
get poison instead of pure drink for their hard-earned
money—they have as good a right to be thirsty as
gentlefolk, surely; and they ought to be able to buy
good, wholesome beer, not a pernicious concoction
which is purposely contrived to stimulate thirst afresh
and to confuse the brain as well. At one time coculus
indices and tobacco used to be employed in the adulteration of beer. These deadly ingredients are now forbidden by law. But in how many instances is the law
not privately set at defiance ? There's never a brewery
without its own chemical shop ' close by ! "
Now, if the report current be, true, that there is a
Government scheme being prepared for a " State
monopoly of beer," and that " the only beer to", be
brewed or drunk in the United Kingdom will be brewed
and sold by the Government," there is hope that the
wicked adulteration of the working-man's drink will
cease, and that he will be allowed to quench his natural
thirst without
poisoning the channels of his brain,

In the preface to " Holy Orders" I wrote
" As for the drink evil, I wish that everyone into
whose hands this book may fall would honestly try to
realise the widespread . misery, disease, pauperism,
crime, and lunacy for which that hideous vice is responsible, and would add his or her wish and will to mine.
in a strong prayer that the wicked financial profit
derived by the few out of the physical and moral debasement of the many may be checked and finally
come to naught, so that the British people, released at
last from the dominant sway of the liquor traffic, may
rise to the best of everything in them the best of brain,
the best of work, the best of health, the best of life. A
temperate people must always be a strong people, and
to hold our own in the days that are coming we shall need
all the strength that sound minds and sound bodies can
give us. There is no room in the future of Britain for a
national vice which betrays a national weakness."
This was written seven years ago ; and while I was
still working at the book I had a visit from Mr. Lloyd
George, then President of the Board of Trade. He
expressed a kindly interest in my literary career, and
asked me on what subject I was then engaged. I told
him ; and his eyes grew eager and animated. "
if you can only help in pointing out the mischief of
drink," he said, you will perform a national service ! "
I shall always remember the earnestness with which
he spoke these words, and if, the'rumours of the Govern-

ment scheme for liquor control are really true, I can
well imagine the ardent enthusiasm with which he will
set himself to carry it through. But, in any case, I
think we should rather resent and protest against the
slur of drink cast against British working men as a
whole. They are, taken in the majority, a splendid,
sturdy, sober, capable race, and it would be difficult
for us to realise how much steady work they do unless
they all stopped working suddenly. Then we should
know what we owe them ; then we might perhaps grasp
what the position of the country would be without their
continuous labour.
As for Shirkers, they are an unnatural product
of unnatural circumstances, where an over-civilisation
inculcates much individual selfishness and love of
personal gratification. There are Shirkers in high
life as in low—men who drift through the world, talking
a great deal and doing very little ; men who make a
" show " of work without ever attaining any true
expression of feeling or action ; idle sons ,who live on
their parents without shame; and many endowed with a
talent, or a touch of genius, who pass their days in vaguely
considering what they will do, yet who never do it.
These are Shirkers who have had educational
advantages ; and they are pernicious members of
society, because by their influence and example they
unconsciously spread the spirit of " shirking " among
those of little or no education at all. A workman who
shirks his work is not necessarily given over to
drink and football ; he simply apes what he has heard
of his " betters," and " doesn't see the use of working
and worrying." It is an entirely artificial attitude ; for
in the natural world there are no Shirkers.

The tiniest insect, the most delicate plant, performs its
appointed task with complete exactitude, as punctiliously
as the sun itself rises and sets. The Shirker is a
human product, but a deformity—a freak not creditable
to humanity. He cannot be bullied into normal
shape, but it is quite possible to persuade and train him
in the way he should go. To a great, extent we are
nationally responsible for his malformation, for in these
latter years we have taught him that Money is the
only good, and Self the only god, We are not pleased
with the result,
and we must try
to undo what we
have done. And
when all our
Shirkers become Workers,
let us remember
to honour them
for the Dignity
of Labour !

'his perfect haystack is, in reality, a dweiling—house right on the British fr'ont. Under cover of darkness intrepid soldiers transformed
it into a haystack observation point, which would baffle the most incredulous enemy airman. Note the door under the ladder.
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Egypt still Wide-awake for any Turkish Trickery

Guns and ammunition—waggons of the Australian Field Artillery strike an
ultra—modern note in the scene of war—preparation near the ancient Pyramids.

Left: An Arab drink—seller,clad as were his forefathers, and a British "Tommy"
in the streets of Cairo. Right: British sentries at the Citadel, Cairo.

Crushed barley being unloaded from camels for the use of the New Zealanders at their camp on the desert at Leitoun, Cairo. This
photograph admirably depicts the unchanging life of the Orient blending with the modern military activities of the Western rulers.

Our Camera Correspondents in Poland & Galicia

Vast Russian artillery encampment awaiting transport to an East Prussian battle-front. Every gun and waggon has been disguised
by straw, and Nature has helped to render the weapons invisible to Taubes by partially covering the straw with snow.

Speclally-equipped searchlight car, serving with the Russian forces, which has been dismantled for temporary repairs. The
searchlight is the immense circular apparatus standing immediately to the right of the car.

In spite of the advance of spring, transport work in East Prussia is still fraught with difficulty, and frequently a motor surface over
the mud has to be, made_ with pine-trunks.., This work, is,done .by _the --Autornabile. Section ,of- the-Russian Army. The above
‘"iotor track under construction, and in the background are tynicat carts for carrying the togs.
photograph show°
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Where Slavdom holds Central Empires at Bay

Near the scene of the most frightful battles in history. Striking
photograph of members of the Automobile Section of the Russian
armies dining al fresco in a pleasant part of Poland.

the
Like the Germans, who are tapping the natural resources of occupied French territory, the Russians are quarrying for stone in
Slav religious tolerance. The
conquered province of Stalicia with which to construct blockhouses. Inset: Touching expression of
three
cross-pieces.
crosses indicate the graves of Russian soldiers of the Greek and Roman Catholic Churches. The Greek symbol has

Scenes along France's Frontier of Trenches

Neat wooden shelter
French officer, complete
even to the little curtained window.

Immediately a Taube is outlined against the sky, all rifles, the, whole length
of the trench, are elevated against the mara uder.

ACCORDING to the . latest details from, a
French source, our ally's battle-front extends
no less than five hundred and forty-three miles,
as compared with thirty-one and a quarter miles
of British trenches. The whole length of this
tine is as a human wall, against which the
Germans, since their retreat from Paris, have
battered more or less in vain.
The - colossal responsibility of holding this
front, and the tremendous issues of a collapse
at such vital points as Soissons, Verdun, or
'foul, can only be conceived by those who have
already suffered the horrors of Teuton aggression.
The Huns, with a notorious misconception of
human psychology, regarded their opponents
as incapable of standing the nerve strain of
months of siege warfare. " Piou-piou," however,
has held out cheerfully and persistently, and the
fact that he is still better acting on the offensive
is a happy" augury of final victory. He, like
Tommy, only awaits the propitious moment for
a general advance on the enemy.

Mobile weapon to hunt down aircraft. Steel-plated motor-car armed with,. a -mitrattleute gun worked by a FrenCh sailor.
Above : The only, damage caused by a heavy bombardment of French trendies. 'The trod; shattered to matchwood, tell across the
trench parapet, but the trenches remained intact, partly owing to sandbag defences. {W.I. Exclusive photographs).
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Prussian Plotters with their Turkish Dupes

Left : Ali Abdjeeh (second from right), sheikh of the Senussi, who was bribed
by the Germans to stir up ill—feeling against the Allies among his tribe.
Right : The Garman Lieutenant Heiden, in command of the Turkish observation
post, with three native soldiers working the field telephone in the background.

Is he the last ruler of the House of Osman? Sultan
of Turkeydriving in Constantinople before leaving for
Brussa, the Asiatic retreat of the throne.

On the right, Djemal Pasha, who organised the disastrous, if romantic,
Behind him is General von Frankenburg, his
Turkish attack on Egypt.
German Chief of Staff.

Saracen Turks set out on another anti—Christ campaign from the scene of the Crucifixion. Turkish troops at Jerusalem rest awhile
on their march to the area of hostilities. Much disaffection now prevails among the Turks over the arrogance of their Teuton tyrants.

Belgium Resurgent on the Banks of the Yser

With the thoughts of his ravished country ever uppermost in
his mind, every individual soldier in King Albert's gallant Army
welcomes each opportunity that enables him to get to grips with
a grey—coated "blonde beast." The greater movements of the
Allied forcer oft—times cause to leave unchronicleci minor victories

that serve to remind the enemy of the approaching day when he
will be driven from the fair fields of Belgium and France. On
Aprit 5th the ,Beigians, by a brilliantly executed assault, drove
the Germans from a redoubt on the left bank of theYser, and the
enemy were nearly all killed or drowned in attempting to cscape.

German Inhumanity to British Prisoners

,,/,5#,„41.g!loa,4t,,A,„*• aw,iert,',4/, •
The sickening inhumanity with which British prisoners are journey to Germany, described the grossest brutality. Officers
being treated In Germany has no parallel. it is amazing that a and men were driven into foul waggons from Which horses had
Power, boasting all that - is enlightened and cultured, can met* lust been removed. A British officer was dragged out in front
out such- barbarous- treatment to war prisoners as is described
-of a waggon by order of a German officer, who, after cursing
by Sir Edward Grey. An officer, detailing the horrors of his him in vile language, ordered him to be kicked back agaia.

New War-time Inventions to safeguard Soldiers

A special form of body—screen now
being worn at the front to ward off
bayonet thrusts.

Testing this improved screen, which
is capable of breaking a bayonet point
as the inset shows.

Basket—work hurdles that are intended to shield war—horses from weather and stray shrapnel. These shields are put up round our
Army horses' quarters, and they have been found to be very effective in protecting the animals and adding to theft comfort.

In these photographs two devices to protect men against the
dangerous fumes that are emitted by shells are seen in use.
Some " Tommies ,' tie wet handkerchiefs round their mouths;

others use specially—made respirators that filter the foul
gases, and are fitted with valves that open and close as the
wearer breathes. and so supply him with pure air.
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Mending the Allies' War-worn Motors

Motor—lorry rigged up as a repair shop by engineers
of the First Australian Contingent.

r

HE various motor sections attached to the
allied armies have, since the commencement of the war, proved invaluable from all
points of view. This sphere of military utility
has, to a large extent, superseded the use of
the war-horse, but it does not appear to, such
picturesque advantage. The painter of battle
subjects must depict Sir John French, not
astride a spirited charger, but seated in a powerful
motor-car. The machines get worn out quickly
owing to necessarily " reckless " driving and
the bad roads, but each army has its mechanical
repair shops where cars and cycles are quickly
renovated.
•_

One of the numerous automobile repair waggons attached to the mechanical
transport section of the Russian army in Poland.

Auto—Docteurs." Men of a French motor repair corps at work.
These mechanics deal exclusively with damaged motor—cars.

British mechanical " hospital " on wheels. Hoisting a ,damaged
back axle into the travelling motor repair shop.

['hi
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"His Majesty's Dockers " : Workers in Khaki

The Dockers' Battalion, or to give them their official title, the King's (Liverpool
Regiment) 1st Dock Battalion, had their first parade in khaki last week. They are
here seen being inspected by Lieut—Col. Lord Derby, their Commanding Officer.

The dockers at work unloading a vessel at Liverpool Docks. The three hundred and
fifty men of the 1st Battalion are acquitting themselves admirably. Insets: Lord
Derby, and Captain R. F. Williams, Adjutant to the Battalion.

More khaki—clad dockers at work " doing their bit " for King and Empire. The men look well in their uniforms, and respond with
alacrity to the unfamiliar military commands they now receive. The dockers are the second section of workers to be " enlisted " in
a body, for there is a Navvies' Battalion in existence, of which Mr. John Ward, " the navvies' M.P.," is an officer,

Why Men are fighting Women must Work

Literally into the breach.' Some of the Belgian women
now working the mines in the absence of their husbands.

Women workers on the iron way. Female carriage-cleaners on the Great
Central Railway, who have satisfactorily replaced employees on active service.

•

•

"-F°R. men must work and women

The French woman has proved herself well able to take the place of her husband. On
certain Paris newspapers linotype machines are operated by feminine labour.

Another branch of female war servicei. Turning out soldiers' service
jackets as fast as eye and machine can work.

must weep " does not _illustrate
the attitude of .modern Woman to the
affairs of the world. She is not content .to sit dumb under the Kaiser's
three .illuminating K's — " Kinder,
Kochen, and Kirch " (children, kitchen,
and church). To-day's woman is .essentially a comrade to man, and a helper ;
also, she has ably proved that she can
do her share in times of crises.
The proposal put forward by the
Board of Trade for organising warworkers has inspired diverse unofficial
efforts to employ women in the place
of men who, arc, or, might be, serving
their country to greater and nobler
advantage. The. photographs on this
page show women in various spheres of
masculine activity where they have
proved efficient in the absence of their
men-folk with the colours.

One way of fighting:for their country., Wernen on war
service making soldiers' water-betties
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By F. A. McKenzie, "Daily Mail" War Correspondent
IR JOHN FRENCH'S despatch on the fighting at
Neuve Chapelle is at the-moment of writing the one
topic of discussion, Even the Zeppelin raid in the
north attracts little attention campared with it. There
is a good reason for this. On March loth an official statement was issued from Paris that the British Army had
taken the important village of Neuve Chapelle, and had
captured a thousand prisoners and some machine-guns.
Two days afterwards a British official despatch described
the magnitude of the victory, the effectiveness of our
heavy artillery, and the defeat and heavy loss of the Germans when they attempted counter-attacks.
A long account from the official " Eye-Witness " further
emphasised our success. " The enemy for the time being
was beaten and on the run." The whole incident was
painted in couleur de rose. There was an outburst of
national rejoicing. Then suddenly the rejoicing paused.
Casualty figures of the officers were published in daily
instalments, and were surprisingly heavy. Rumours concerning the fight spread from mouth to mouth. Every
man one met had some fresh story to tell, stories not in
keeping with the official description. I shall not attempt
to repeat these tales, Many of them were absurdly false.
But they fell like a pall on the public mind.

S

Sir John French Tells the Real Story
Now Sir John French has given us the real story, and
not before it was time: His long despatch is a splendid
tribute to the courage and devotion of the British Army,
and it records a real victory. But it is very different from
the tale told in the first accounts.
On the morning of March loth our troops advanced,
after a heavy artillery fire, drove the Germans out of their
trenches in the village of Neuve Chapelle, and occupied
the place, takine. many prisoners. By a skilfully arranged
scheme of artillery
b fire_and aeroplane attack, the village
was completely isolated so that no German reinforcements could reach it. The advance, so far, was a success.
The Germans were for the moment overwhelmed. Now
was the time to follow up the advantage. We might
have swept right through, far on the road to Lille. It
was clearly Sir John French's intention that the Cavalry
Brigade should pour through the breach in the German
lines and get the enemy on the run. But our reserves
were not brought up in time.
When we started to advance again we found we had
lost the advantage of surprise. The Germans were ready
now, and at point after point their entanglements and
machine-gun fire made further progress impossible. The
fighting lasted three days. After the first day a mist
hindered the complete co-ordination of artillery and infantry, and when the latter pushed ahead they found
themselves in danger from our own gun fire. The Cavalry
Brigade rode up ready to strike, but the commanding
officer who had failed to bring his reserves up to time failed
to use the cavalry.
The Victorious Three Hours
The net result was that our real gain—a very important
gain—waS made during the first three hours of the three
days' battle. We, held Neuve Chapelle; we inflicted
heavy punishment on the Germans. • We proved that it
is possible, by the: complete co-ordination of artillery and
infantry, to attack and capture the most carefully prepared
positions of the enemy.
We gave the Germans a demonstration .of the power
of our arms, which has done much to weaken their confidence in their ability to hold their western lines. Neuve
Chapelle was gloriously worth while, but not the unchecked,
sustained triumph the first despatches painted.
We- did splendidly. But anyone who studies Sir John
French's despatch with insight can see that his aim was
not to capture a village, but to advance on Lille itself.

And but for the unfortunate mist, and for the failure of
one high officer, he would probably have done so.
Why Not Trust the People?
Had the real story been told to us at the beginning, all
would have been much better. No sane man expects that
we are always going to do all we want at the first time of
trying. We know that we must have heavy losses and
half successes. In three days at Neuve Chapelle we lost
over 12,000 men killed, wounded, and missing.
When the big advance comes, the big advance that would
have started at Neuve Chapelle had things gone as well
as was hoped, losses will be much greater. The nation will
not shrink back from even very heavy necessary losses.
But our authorities would be well advised not to try
to blind the . public, even for a time, by telling of the
victories and glossing over reverses. A great provincial
morning paper sums up the result of this policy in a
sentence.
One of the most unfortunate results of a
censorship is that no one believes that we are ever told
the whole truth."
Honour Where It is Due
Some weeks ago, when the first Canadian contingent
was being severely criticised in many English papers for
its disordrliness and lack of discipline, I spoke up in its
praise in the pages of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED.
I said then that the disorderliness was merely a surface
symptom, affecting a few, and that the contingent was a
marmificent fighting force, well equipped, well trained,
andbwith men whose fine physique and fighting spirit would
carry them far. I wrote in this fashion because—unlike
some of their critics—I knew the boys from the Dominion,
and knowing them had confidence in them.
They have done even better in France than many of
their friends hoped. Sir John French has on more than
one occasion picked them out for special praise. In his
latest despatch he tells of his favourable judgment of them
when he first saw them, and when he first marked their
splendid and most soldierlike appearance. " Since then,
the Division has thoroughly justified the good opinion
I formed of it."
Canada will have, before many months are over, a complete Artily Corps in the field. Australia and New Zealand
are doing splendidly, and their troops would be very
difficult to surpass. But they will have to hustle if they
are to keep pace in numbers at the front with Canada.
Russia's Advance on Hungary
The Russian advance on Hungary is already affecting
the entire Austro-German position. _The Great Russian
attack on the main Carpathian passes caught the Austrians
unready. The Russians have won positions of vital importance, where, when their further preparations are complete, they can pour down into the heart of Hungary
The Austrians have now gathered large armies to resist
them, and Germany, recognising the importance of
checking Russia at this point, has sent several army corps
to their assistance. These united forces, have, however,
done no more, so far as can be judged from the details to
hand from both sides, than make the Russians pause for
the moment in their advance.
Now comes the moment when, if war were played like
a game of chess, there would be quick activity along the
entire eastern and western front of the Allies, to prevent
the Germans reinforcing the Austrians by withdrawing
troops from other points. The strong point of German
strategy so far has been the ability of the Great General
Staff to hold long lines of front with comparatively small
forces, while quickly moving great mobile armies, now east,
now west. This can only be counteracted by the simultaneous
activity of all the Allies.
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Our Splendid R.H.A. in Training at Woolwich

Royal Horse Artillery riding-master putting new recruits through their paces at Woolwich. Preliminary efforts to manage war
horses are somewhat nerve-racking, and the good-humoured, if sometimes irascible, remarks of riding-masters are proverbial.

Some horsemen can do anything with their mounts. In this photograph a
horse has been brought on its side by a skilful rider to act as cover.

Dummy mount for beginners, which
counterfeits all a horse's movements.

Riding without reins and stirrups at the Royal
Horse Artillery Riding School, Woolwich.

Riding-master instructing a new recruit in the correct way to sit his steedaiiid show—
ing him how to hold the reins in his hands when riding.
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By Commander Carlyon Beliairs, R.N., M.P.
HE arrival of the Kronprinz Wilhelm at Newport
News brings to an end Germany's cruiser warfare
against our commerce. It is not surprising to hear
of the illness on board, for all the crews of the two armoured
cruisers, eight light cruisers, and the mercantile cruisers had
to undergo very scanty feeding. At no time could they tell
when their supplies would reach them, so that while hard
worked they were yet ill-fed, both as to quantity and
quality. It is the habit to measure the value of their
attack to Germany by the material damage they inflicted ;
or, in the case of the Emden in the Indian Ocean, and
the two Scharnhorsts through their action with the Good
Hope and Monmouth, by the severity of the blows they
inflicted on British prestige among the nations to whom
the Pacific looms larger than all the European battlefields.
The real truth of the matter is that the high-water mark
of their achievements was reached when the Admiralty
announced, on October 23rd, that over seventy cruisers
and a large number of armed merchant vessels were searching for them. This number was further increased, but,
apart from cruisers, it was an inadequate statement of
the wide dispersion of force the raiders' operations had
brought about. Mr. Churchill subsequently acknowledged
that a number of older armoured ships had been sent to
stiffen the strength of some squadrons. Others were
employed in stopping the bolt-holes of German raiders
by capturing the ports, so that they would have to rely
on neutral assistance or improvised ports in neutral territory,
like the Galapagos Islands and Turk's Island,

T

Islands took place. By the end of January the ships could
be brought home and refitted, and by February 19th
they could be assembled off the Dardanelles. The price of
delay might yet prove heavy for us if it were now to spell
failure, or to involve the use of large military forces which
otherwise would strengthen the operations in the main
theatre of war.
The Gentle Art of " Shadowing"

Let us then examine to what cause we owe the long
immunity of the German commerce-raiders. In the first
place we owe it to a faulty peace distribution of the Fleet,
which had reduced our strength on the distant stations.
If we had carried out the 1909 agreement of the Imperial
Conference, we should have had in the Pacific three great
battle-cruisers and nine ships of the Sydney class.
These would have terminated the existence of the
raiders at the outset of war if we had resorted to the delicate
attention of " shadowing." This was the process we
applied to the Russians in times of tension, and it means
waiting in close attendance on the prospective enemy ships,
like their shadows, until the moment of war comes for the
shadows to take shape. We are now shadowing the
Kronprinz Wilhelm because we cannot fight her in neutral
waters.
Did We Fail in "Shadowing" the Enemy?

It may be urged that there was no time to prepare
for shadowing. This is hardly the case. The Austrian
The Possible Price 0 Delay
ultimatum was sent to Serbia on July 23rd, and her AmbasThe reason why no military result followed this very sador was recalled from Belgrade on July 25th. War did
remarkable strategical victory was simply due to the not break out until August 4th at ii p.m. Take the case
fact that the superiority of the allied navies was so over- of the Dresden, actually coaling in Jamaica Harbour on
whelming that they could afford to part with all these the day before war, Was it quite impossible to shadow
her in a British harbour which a
vessels. And yet is it not an
few years ago was a naval dockexaggeration to say that no
yard ?
military result was achieved ? I
The
Kronprinz , Wilhelm
ask my readers to think out two
slipped out of New York. Even
questions. When did the war
from England a cruiser could
with Turkey break out ? When
have been there in five days.
did we commence serious naval
It is not to be supposed that
operations against the Dardathe Admiralty were ignorant of
nelles ?
the fact that the two ScharnNow the war wills Turkey was
horsts were at the Caroline
virtual certainty any time in
Islands prior to war and did
October, and we actually declared
not leave there until August 6th.
war on November 5th.- If we
A German cruiser actually
except certain desultory attacks
coaled from a British steamer
in the early days of the war,
under charter at the moment
which are difficult to account for,
of war, and thoughtfully deand the submarine's voyage which
prived her of the wireless equipdisclosed the fact that on that
ment. The truth is we suffered
date—December 13th—there were
all the evils I have traced
only five rows of mines, we did
through the doctrine that
not embark on operations against
if we took care of the heart
the Dardanelles until February
of the Empire—" this island,"
19th, by which time the full power
to use Mr. Churchill's expresSion
of German organisation, secrecy,
—the extremities would take
and Material assistance had been
care of themselves. In 1904.
brought to bear. What other
we made large reductions of
explanation can there be than
our strength abroad, but these
that, in spite of the -immense preleft us in 1905 -with seven
ponderance of the allied naval
cruisers in the Mediterranean
forces, the small German Cruiser
and forty on various foreign
attack on our commerce had
stations, The July Navy List
made such widespread demands
shows that the cruisers on the
cn the Franco - British Navies
foreign stations outside the
that the Dardanelles operations
could not be undertaken until Unique mascot on a British battleship. " Dennis," an Mediterranean had been reduced
the enemy's cruisers had all been island hog, which is now undergoing his " baptism from forty to twenty, and this
of fire " in the Dardanelles. He was only induced to
came on the top of previous
accounted. for ? On December pose
for his portrait by being bribed with an orange,
reductions.
8th the Battle off the Falkland
a favourite delicacy.

Scenes at Przemysl after its Surrender

Right: immaculate Austrian officers, captured when Przemysi fell, driving
to Lemberg, while starving and wounded men are compelled to go afoot,
Left : Types of Austrian soldiers en route for Lemberg, resting for food
given them by their generous captors.

act in the drama of Przemvsl has revealed a state of affairs
THEinfinal
the Austrian Army which eloquently explains the proverbial
defeats of the soldiers of the Dual Monarchy. For Months the officers,
indifferent to honour and patriotism, and intent only on their personal
comfort and pleasure, lived a life of luxury. Every delicacy of, food,
wines, liqueurs, and cigars were the portion of these representatives of
the decadent Hapsburgs. The fact that the enemy was drawing nearer
daily, entirely failed to impress them with a sense of responsibility. It
tended to harden the lot of the unfortunate rank and file fighting in the
trenches. The photographs on this page were taken,as the triumphant
Russians marched into the fortress. Meanwhile our Allies' offensive
towards Hungary, through the Ujok Pass, continues with unabated fury.

Scene in the principal street of Przemysl immediately our
victorious Russian allies entered the city. Part of the Austrian
garrison, no doubt happy to regain a temporary release after
six months' confinement in the beleaguered fortress,proceeding

to Lemberg for detention. Inset General ••Hubert! chief of
Przemysl garrison staff. From all accounts, Austrian ,officers
in the beleaguered city indulged in a life of Auxury: while their_
soldiers suffered great privation.
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By C. G. Grey, Editor of " The Aeroplane"
UTHENTIC news of the doings of the Royal Flying
Corps filters through slowly, for, as has already been
stated, the corps hates being advertised. Consequently, the good work our military aviators did at Neuve
Chapelle in the middle of March was only made known
through a few names in the casualty lists, the appointment
'of two officers to the Distinguished Service Order, and
the conferment of the Military Cross on two more. It
seems worth while, therefore, even at this late date, to piece
together something like a consecutive story of what was
done, in the light of Sir John French's eulogistic remarks.
Operations began on the loth of March, and the
official " Eye-Witness " recorded at the time that on that
day bombs were dropped on the railway junction at
Courtrai and on the railway bridge at Menin. The big
artillery preparation for the main attack took place on
the 12th, when it was very foggy, and owing to this
our aeroplanes had to fly very low down, at the risk
of being hit by shells from our own long-range guns and
howitzers, which, like the naval guns to which I referred
some time ago, necessarily have a high trajectory. During
this bombardment an aeroplane piloted by Lieutenant
Morgan, with Lieutenant Irving as passenger, was, for this
reason, hit by one of our shells, both officers being killed.

A

Some Heroes of the Air
However, despite the fog, on that day Captain Carmichael
dropped bombs on the railway-station at Menin, coming
down to one hundred and twenty feet to make sure of his
aim. His engine was hit on the way back, so that he only
managed to stagger home at two hundred feet. When one
considers that rifle bullets carry up to 6,00b feet, and that
anything under three hundred feet or so is within revolver
range, his escape appears miraculous. For his gallantry on
this occasion, and good work all through the campaign,
Captain' Carmichael was given the D.S.O.
Either on this or the previous day Captain Strange won
the Military Cross for destroying the railway junction at
Courtrai, dropping his bombs from only two hundred
feet, though assailed by heavy rifle fire. Lieutenant
Freeman also won the Military Cross for valuable cooperation with our artillery, signalling by " wireless " the
results of the artillery fire, and
remaining in the air for five
hours during the day, though his
propeller and planes were hit
over and over again.
March 12th seems to have been
a very unlucky day for the R.F.C.
Captain Cholmondeley, one of
the most skilful fliers and bestliked officers in the corps, was
killed through a bomb accident,
apparently caused by someone
dropping a large bomb when it
was being loaded into his
machine. A sergeant, a corporal,
and five men of the R.F.C., who
were with the aeroplane, appear

also to have been killed.
Great Daring and Initiative
On the same day Lieutenants
Warrand, Mapplebeck (who had
already won his D.S.O.), and
Mansell-Moullin, were all brought
down in the German lines. A
few days ago it was learned
that Mr. Warrand was injured
in landing, and died in a
French hospital in Lille some
days afterwards, the German
officer commanding in that city
according him a military funeral.

Mr. Mapplebeck managed to land safely some distance
away from the German troops, and hid in an empty house till
night-time, when he found a friendly native, who fed him and
got him a suit of civilian clothes, in which—at the risk of
being shot as a spy—he walked across Belgium, got through
the line of German guards into Holland, and so returned
to London, going back to duty in France a few days later.'
This was certainly a noteworthy piece of work on his
part.
Mr. Mansell-Moullin was not quite so lucky. After being
lost to all his friends for nearly a month, his father received
a postcard from him, recently written in a German prison
camp, saying that when he landed he was at once surrounded by German soldiers. He mentioned casually
that he set fire to his aeroplane directly he landed, so that
it would be no use to the enemy—which was a risky proceeding, because he could only set fire to it by firing his
revolver into the petrol tank, and, naturally, if he discharged
his revolver, he would risk drawing a volley from the
soldiers who had run out to capture him. His pluck and
coolness certainly deserve every praise.
From the number of casualties on this day one would
assume that a big effort was being made to smash the
railways behind the German lines, so as to cut off supplies
to the men in the trenches, and it is fairly obvious that it
succeeded, for certain of the officers who were brought
down are known to have achieved their object, as did others
who returned safely.

Necessity for big Bomb Supplies_

The bomb-dropping was continued on the 13th, for on
that day Captain Pretyman won the D.S.O. by blowing
up a train in the station at Don, damaging a building outside which German troops were forming up, and also
driving off a German aeroplane.
These officers are mentioned by name because they have
already been noted in official communications, but besides
them there were dozens of others engaged on equally
dangerous work, controlling artillery fire, scouting for
movements of troops, driving off inquisitive German
aviators, dropping bombs, photographing the positions of
German trenches, and so forth. They remain unknown to
fame, and the others are mentioned officially because in each
of the latter cases the officer
named has performed some act
which had a definite effect on
the progress of events on those
strenuous days, in which the
British troops first showed definitely that, given adequate
artillery support, they were able
to drive back the Germans
whenever called up.
The success of the bombdropping also proved the immense value of aircraft if it is
possible to employ them in large
numbers and carrying enough
bombs.
Aircraft, bombs, guns, and
shells are needed in vast quantities. We have fliers and
artillerymen enough for our
purpose if we can keep them
supplied with the tools of their
trade.
Neuve Chapelle showed us
our power. It is now " up to "
the workmen of this country to
On April 14th a Zeppelin, braving the elements, travelled
do their share, for if sufficient
350 miles to do the precise damage, depicted in this
photograph, to a house at Wallsend. Had it arrived an
material is available, the dehour or so later it might have killed a baby in a cot.
cisive action of the war cannot
Subsequently other air raids took place over Norfolk
be long postponed
and Kent,the results 3eing!nit in point of " frightfulness."
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For God and King: The Cross and the Sword
"The Bishop held several cervices virtually under
shell fire, and it was with difficulty that he could be
prevented from carrying on his ministrations 'under
rifle fire in the trenches.
. . I have once more
to remark -upon the devotion to duty, courage, and
contempt of danger which has characterised the work
of the chaplains of the Army throughout lids campaign."
—Sir John French's last despatch.

Colonel the Rev. Edwin Rouviere Day has
been mentioned for distinguished conduct
in the field. He was chaplain at Whittingham Barracks, and went to the front on
the outbreak of war. He- also served in
South Africa.

Lieutenant the Rev. Cuthbert T. Maclean, who
has been awarded the Military Cross for
valour. Ha was a curate at St. Mary's, Newington, before he joined the Royal Fusiliers.

The Bishop of London recently
visite,: the troops in the
trenches. Here he is seen with
the Archdeacon of London at
Victoria Station.
The Rev. Everard Digby, who
is at the front. He is wellknown as a boxing enthusiast,and at one time, before
he took Holy Orders, he was
a successful actor.

The Rev. H. N. Webb Peplos,
who has been mentioned by Sir
John French in his despatches
for gallant conduct in the field.

The Rev. E. O. Macpherson, the senior chaplain to the British
Forces at Boulogne, handing round invitations to despatchriders and transport men " somewhere in France."

The Rev. F. B. D. Beckerstaffe Drew, The Rev. John Simms, DM., another Army
mentioned in. Sir John French'- despatches.
chaplain to be mentioned in despatches.

Photos by Russell ,y Soni; Centralcos, Cen,i al News

Bishop Tajlor - Strlith, Chaplain
General of the'Gritish Forces, who
has been workitig: hard-among the
Regulars and Territorials at home.
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`Ottift. DIARY OF THE Vcir
Chronology of Events, April 9th. to April 16th

APRIL 9.—French capture Les Eparges, an important position dominating the Woevre plain.
Russians continue to make solid progress in the Carpathians,
where they have now taken 72 miles of the principal chain.
APRIL ro.--Vietoria Cross granted to Commander Henry Peel Ritchie,
Royal Navy, for conspicuous bravery when in command of
operations at Dar-es-Salaam.
A new line of trenches mastered by French at the Bois d'Ailiv
in the continuing Battle of the Meuse. At Bois de Montraare the
Germans recaptured trenches lost in the course of the day.
Heavy Carpathian Fighting.—The Russians report that the
enemy's attacks, made in great strength, were repulsed, and that
several heights towards the Ujok Pass have been carried.
APRIL. II.—The German cruiser Kronprinz Wilhelm arrived at Hampton
Roads, Virginia. The same procedure will, it is stated, be adopted
by the United States Government as in the case of the Prinz Eitel
Friedrich.
APRIL I2.—German Headquarters report admits capture of trenches
and outworks near St. Mihiel.
French report heavy artillery fire on the Heights of tile Meuse;
and a further slight advance in the Bois le Pretre.
In the direction of Stry .Russians repulsed attacks on the front,
Rosochacy-Orawezyk-Kosziowa-Roziunka, inflicting enormous losses
on the enemy.
APRIL I3.—Rear-Admiral Hood's Despatch published, describing the
work of the Franco-British flotilla in checking the German advance
on Calais. A number of officers and men are mentioned for
gallantry or for other exceptional service.
Sir John French's despatch reports no change in the situation
during the past week. _ The Field-Marshal states that a British
mine was exploded in the. neighbourhood of Armentieres on the
Morning of April 9, and destroyed the loopholed walls of a house held by the enemy.
Between the Meuse and the Moselle French attacks were pushed
at several points up to the wire entanglements of the enemy's
defence. East of Berry-au-Bac the French carried a German trench.
Russian Victory near the Ujok Pass.—Announced. froth
Petrograd that after an extremely desperate fight, the heights
in the region of the villages of •Bukowiec, Beniowa (respectively
five and four miles north of the Uzsok Pass), and Wssokonizy;
-fell into our ally's hands, who captured 2.700 prisoners, including
53 officers, a gun, and 20 machine-guns. On the heights south of
Wolosate, especially in the region of Kosziowa, the enemy-delivered
impetuous attacks in great strength. All were repulsed with
enormous losses to the enemy.

Committee for Munitions of War.—Announcement of a strong
committee appointed, with full powers to deal with the problem
of national output of munitions of war. Mr. Lloyd George is
chairman, and committee represents the important departments—
Treasury, Admiralty, War Office, Board of Trade.
.
APRIL r4.—Reported that five Germanic armies in tile Carpathians,
mustering between them 5,250,000 men, and directed by the
Kaiser.
Zeppelin Raid on Tyneside.—Hostile airship first seen near
Blyth, the Northumbrian coal port. It proceeded inland towards
Newcastle, and made a sharp turn across the Tyne, "avoiding the
centre of the city. It was next seen at Hebburn, on the Durham
side of the river, and then headed straight down the Tyne and nut
to sea. Bombs dropped near Blyth, in the midst of Wallsend,
and on Hebburn. No lives were lost, and little material damage
done:
Both Russians and Austrians claim a victory in the Ujok Pass.
Former report fighting continuing, and repeated enemy counterattacks repulsed, also capture of a thousand prisoners and two
machine-guns.
APRIL I5.—Battle of Neuve Chapelle.—Field-Marshal Sir John French's
despatch describing in detail this battle (March to=r2), and the
combat at St. Eloi (March 14-17) published. The British losses
were 12,811 (killed 2,527, wounded 8,533, missing 1,751;.
Important statement in the despatch to the effect : " Battles can
be shortened, and loss lessened; if an almOst unlimited supply of
ammunition enables attacks to be supported powerfully, by
artillery."
French success near Arras The whole spur south-east of Nutre
Dame de Lorette carried with the bayonet by French troops, who
now hold all the south-eastern slopes as far as outer woodland
fringe of Ablain St. Nazaire_
Allied squadron of 15 aeroplanes dropped bombs. with complete
success on German military buildings at Ostend.
Announced that Lieut. W. G. C. Gladstone, M.P.; a grandson of
Mr. W. E. Gladstone, killed in action.
APRIL I6,—Another Air Raid on the East Coast; bombs dropped on
-•
Lowestoft and other places.
Air Raid in Kent. Shortly after noon a German Taube flew
over Faversham, Sittingbourne, Canterbury, and Sheerness. Bombs
were dropped on the two former, without causing damage. At
Sheerness anti-aircraft guns fired at the raiders.

THE SOLDIER SON OF A SOLDIER KING.—A simple but impressive ceremony took place recently on the sands of Flanders,
when Prince Leopold, eldest son of King Albert of the Belgians, and heir to the throne, was enrolled as a private soldier in the
Regiment of the Line. The princely private is seen in the centre of our photograph.

